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The opportunity to .restudy thZurriculum and to assess it in terms of the
rie-ts.

s and inteltsts of the students of today is the most significant aspect of any

year-roun -Wan of school reorganization.
During 1971-72, teachers. and supervisors have studied, ey-atuated, and finally,

rewritten courses into sixty-day, units of work. ln

---

1rewriting, emphasis has been

s of the students.

placed on relevance to the needs and'

een tested and evaluated in the classroom in
JirjatLunits of wor
"order to establish effective guidelines for the development of the new courses.

Evaluation and revision of these new courses will continue during the implementation of the Elective Quarter Plan.

Richard VanHoose
Superintendent
Jefferson County Public Schools
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ENGLISH 591, 592, AND 593ADVANCE PROGRAM
IMA(VS OF MAN
IntrolAuction
.......

-1he

goals of Advance Program English 591 ; 592. and 593 are three-fo'ld: to bring the previous three
ears' studies in Advance Program English to a meaningful culmination; to provide a challenging,

practical, college-level course of study that includes the traditional twelfth-grade experiences in
/English literature, to expand these experiences to include representative literature that offers a
/world view of the universality of human experience; and, to prepare students adequately for
advanced placement in college..
r

The .introductory unit on the history of the English language reinforces ninth and tenth grade
linguists studies and provides experiences 'designed to bring the40-dents to a vivid realization of the

dynamic character..oftheir languagefrom &Try. tilt' and Chaucer to Eliot and Shaw.

A thematic approach CO literature provides a sound basis for the development and enhancement of
literary sensitivity. Placed in a framework of the Images of Man, selected works of English and
world literature emphasize specifically 'triages which show are development of Tragic Man,
introspective Man, and Protesting Man. New concepts and skills acquired in the literature units

enable the students to bring into meaningful relationships their understandings from previous
.studies

Is The units include exercises in expository, writing in correlation with the literature studieso that
the students can discover their basic deficiericies and strengthen their skills.

;)

Advance Program English 591, 592, and 593
COURSE. TOPICS AND MATERIALS

English 591

\

Development 441 the English Language

The History of English
Beowulf
Canterhurl Tales
Murder in the CaThedral
Tragic Man

Humlet
Rosenerantz and Guilder? tern Are Dead
Pere Goriot

English 592
1

Tragic Man (continued)
,

)1'

Death of a Salesman
The Return of the Native
Introspective Man

Secret Sharer and Heart of Darkness
Crime and Puni.slitnent.
The Love Song of J. Alfred Pr ufrock
Man and Superman
Poetry of the Romantic Poets
English 593
t.

,

Protesting Man',
A Portrait of. the 41rtist As a Young Man
An Enemy of the People

4
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Advance ProgramEnglish 591,592, and 593

The Sort Story
"The Lamer"
"The Verger"
"The Necklace"
"War"
"In the Penal Colony"
Black Prose and Poetry
Alan

Mass Media

3

ADVANCE PROGRAMENGLISH 59E
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAG /TRAGIC MAN

Course Description
traces the history of the English language from its proto-Indo-European
background to present-day, modern English. The study of Beowulf and The Canterbury Tales
strengthen this understanding. The transitional movement from Anglo-Saxon to medieval
expression reveals the.growth of English into a literary language.
English 591

The specific theme, Tragic Man, initiates the course theme, Images of Man. Selected works of
Shakespeare, Balzac, Eliot, and Stoppard serve to emphasize the tragic aspect of man.

Prerequisite

.None; eligibility for 'Advance Program and/or recommendation of teacher

Suggested Time Schedule

Development of the English Language
The History of English
Beowulf

dnierbury Tales
Murder in the (dihedral
Tragic Man
Hamlet

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern-Are Dead

Nre Goriot

1 week
2 weeks
2 weeks
1 week

3 weeks
1 week
2 weeks

General Objectives

Knows the history of the English language ,from its proto-Indo-European background to
present-day, modem, English through a study of Beowulf and the Canterbury Tales and
.

selected'works of Shakespeare, Balzac, Eliot, and Stoppard.

Traces the growth.of English into a literary language via a study of the transitional movement
from Anglo-Saxon to medieval expression.

rs

4

Advance Program English 591

Behavioral Objectives

'

Having studied The History of English, the student, will list at least three forces that bring
about changes in a language.

Having studied The History of English, the student will list at least three changes which
language brings about within a civilization.
Gi vetn

the terms outer history of English and inner history of English, the student

W.'. ill

differentiate the two and, in a brief paper, will explain the interaction of these two facets of
language.

Using information from The history of English, the student will summarize in outline form the

major developments in English from its proto-Indo-European background to present-day,
modern English.

Having studied BeoWulf and writings about this epic, the student will cite at least three
references from Beowulf which reveal its importance as an archeological record.
Having studied Beowulf and listened to recorded passages in old English, the student will cite a

line or passage from the work which. Illustrates each of the following characteristics of
Anglo-Saxon poetry: four-stress line, alliteration, harp-strokes, and kennings;

Given the contention that the Anglo-Saxons lived in a dual world, the student will identify
ways in which Beowulf portrays this dual world by citing at least two references from the epic
which imply a Christian image or interpretation and two references indicating that paganism
existed in spite of Christian beliefs.
Using class determined" criteria for characteristics of,an epic, the student will examine Beowulf
and will state and substantiate an evaluation of the work based on these criteria.

Having studied The Canterbury Tales and writings about Chaucer, the student will state and
nplain the significance of at least three contributions Chaucer made to the establishment of
English of a literary language.

After studying the "Prologue" of The Qnterbury Tales and/or one or more of the Tales, the
student will point out three or more examples of Chaucer's use of satiric language to develop
his characters.

Having been introduced to Chaucer's characters, the student will write an essax, describing the
major elements which reveal The Canterbury Tales as a Microcosm of English medieval life.

"Advance FrogiamEnglish 591
Having studied The Canterbury Tales and Murder in the Cathedral, the student will compare in
similarities and differences in
class discussion these two representations of medieval life,
form, in treatment of medieval life, and in contend;;
After reviewing lements of Greek tragedy (eg., the function' of the chorus, the trate flaw,'
and Ott role of te), the student. Will analyze Murder in the Cathedral, citing ekamples of
'
corresponding ele eats in the modern play.

After reading or listening to a recording of the "Interlude," the student will make an oral or
written presentation relating Becket's stated definition of martyrdom to his actions in response
to his own, spiritual conflict.

Having discussed in class the three major temptsdions that Confronted Becket in the play, the
student will write a paper identifying similar temptations in contemporary life,

Having studied Murder in the Cathedral, the student will select lines or passages which te
believes convey the universal theme of the play, defending- his choice in an oral or written
presentation.
Having studied the bdsic concepts of Greek traged °y, the student will finilAndeentiinerate in
discussion similatities and differences between Greek and Renaissance tragedy.
After arriving at conclusions as to the characteristics of the Renaissance tragic hero from small
group discussions, the studen't will develop in a major zayer the character Hamlet as a tragic
hero.

Using agreements arrived at through discussion and the deeper investigation required in the
writing of a major paper on the concepts a, tragedy, the student will state generalizations
concerning the universality achieved by Shakespeare in Harrilet.
1/4

Using the Freytag formula (see Teachers' Manual, itcluentures in English Literature, Olympic
'Edition) for plot structure of Elizabethan tragedy, the student will chart the plot of Hamlet,
noting in detail the exposition, the excitine 'force, steps of actions, structural climax, falling
action, moment of final
, suspense, catastrophe, and denouement.
p

-After research .(n Elizabethan- stagecraft through reference books, filmOrips, and films, the
student will devise a director's script on the staging of Hamlet within the framework of the
Globe Theater architectural plan.
#

c,

After close, study of the seven major 'soliloquies, the studant will write a paper on the
philosophies of Hamlet as to life, death, inanAiind the Elizabethan world.
h

\
m.

10

tie

Advance. ProgramEnglish 501

Having examined the ,use of language in Shakespearean dramas the student will .draw
cOnclusiont though citing specific passIges as to Shakespeare's use of blank verse, the rim-over
-line, end rhyme, caesura; couplet; imagery, figures of speech, and prose.

Halving recognized the three major controversies within Hamlet, the student will participate in ,

panel discussion in these three areas: the extent of Hamlet's mental derangement, his
hesitation to avenge his father's death, his relationship with Ophelja.'

Havingldentified the passages that; include ,hurnor, the student will report orally on the
heightening of.tragic effect through these mirthfacontrasts.
Having become acquainted with major dramatists, such as Ionesco, Genet, Pinter, - Beckett,
Sartre, Albee, and Camu's, through independent class projepts, the student will,develop in a

major paper the fundamental concepts of existentialism that pervade the Theater of the
Absurd.

Drawing on material presented through oral reports on the Theater of the Absurd, the student

will identify in class discussion the basic characteristics of the Alvird to be found in
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern ,Are Dead.
.
,
,

o

.

4

Aware that setting in an Absurdist,drama is an abstract representation of reality, the student
will lead O`i participate in a class 'discussion on the concept'of setting as used in4*Stoppard's
drama.

','t

,

,

0

,

After tracing the character development of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,.the student will
write a paper based on his compassion and/or empathy for the two protagonists.
t;
From his study of Shakespeare's Hamlet, the student will participate in a panel discussidn.'to .
explore the similarities and dissimilarities. between Hamlet and Rosencrantz and Guildonsier. n
Are Dead, with special emphasis on the dramatic purpose behind the inclusion of
Shakespearean passages and scenes,

bAfter' class discussion on Stoppard's innovative dialogue, the ,student will write a sal*, ofla
situation from his Own, experience in which dialnatic action is revealed thrOugh StoPpard's
dialogue.

.

.

.
or-

"'

Using, the definition of tragic comedian; the student will develop an in- depth paper on "Tom
Stoppqra: Tragic Comedian."

AfVr reading Pere Goriot, the student, tiro* clAss discussion, will make generqhzations as to.
the Fr nc.,h "society of the period: attitudes toward money, marria.00,,rrioralt, family; and
powet..
'1
6.
With. ewareness of Balzac's stated intentions agto his Human Comedy, the student ,in a paper,
will assess Are Goriot as to its success as a "novel of manners.."
/

1.1

ti

Through small group discussions, the studerft will analyze the plot structure of the novel-and /
the respective ftunctions,ofcthe three interrelated stories,within the main plot structure..

independent research as to the "Balzacian' tYpe"...of tharacterization, the student will
participate in a panel discussion of Goriot and Vatitrikas such types.

Skpfter

Having reviewed the concepts of/ tragedy and pwthos, the student will debate Pyre Goriot at a
/
,
pathetic or tragic figure. / , /
i
After, restatement of the. realistic; natUralistic, and' romantic approaches to literature, the
stude-nt will write a critical paper to cite examples of, each of the three in .6re Goidot:
.

,

Through class discussion, the studexit will cite examples and/or passages that paint up Balzac's

attention to verisimilitude. '

" :,10

,

'1

I

'

- i

"

After review of the point of view or /he foculof narration, the student will draw, conclusion§
in a.paPer as to the 13alzaciati method of narration and its effectiveness.
I

.
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Advance tograrrih-English 591
.L.

DEVELOPMENT OF TI4E ENGLISH LANGUAGE

TICe History ofEnglish'
es

Behavioral Obje
ving
c

6

g

udiea The Hislory of English, the student will list at least `three forces that bring
-

anges in a larigpa4e.

o

-oF

Having studied
The' Hhtory of_ English, the student. Aid, list at least:three changes^ which
,
languate brings about within "a civilization.
t

.

,

Given the terms oWer jlistory of Enesh
differentiate the t;Nto, alia,
languagel

in a brief pa er, will

,

qt.\

noan ner histor4i of English, the student will
4interaction of these two facets of

'Using information from The History of English, the gtudeht will strrnmatize in outline form-the

major developments in English from pits protoindo-EuroPean background to piteont-day,
modern English.
'

,

°

Textbook',.
,

The History of English.

irrancis, Nels

o
6

Othg,t: Sources

Rewey Belle, .and' Spear, Josephine. Adventpres in English Literature. Olynipic edition.

IdeidS for Cievelopment

The Quter

HistOry

o,

of Euglfsli: Indo,-Eulopean to.01a. English'

a

Ekplain the processes involved. in c rnparative reconstruttion of languages.
ea

',Trace English=from its Indo-Euro ean b
language.

to its first, appearance as a distinctive.

'

Explain what,fact5irs increased

the

rapidi y of dialedtalidevelopment.

Point opt the inflyence of the following upon pia
.pagan religibns';oChrist.
Roman annexation of Britain; invasiong of Angless, Saxdna, ana Rites; an`d the Norman
Conquest.

.

r!

.

Advance Program English 591

,

'

'

'

The OUter Historof English: Middle English
Show'how the absence of invasion during this period affected the language.
9

Discuss the effects of twelfth- and thirteenth-centuty
bilingualism upon lapguage
unr

`116veloPiribrit.

What ways did the establishment of a university system bring about the 'dominance of
on la, guage.
e
A

co tributed to oincreaied dialectal differences?. What factors
lished 'the London,yltalect as standard English?

Zif4tha ,;-circumstances

est

,

Thek-Outer HiStoryi of English: Modern English
O

'

-

How did' thebilingualism of the Middle English period contribute to the flexibility of
4
moderritnglish?
,

9

How did En ish finally ecgpse the preference. for classical Latin and Greek as the
sch-olarVonguel
What men were most influential in establishing English as the literary language of Br'
/4

,

The.Inner History of English: Indo-European to Old English

flow do philologists attempt to determine the sound system of an ancient language?

%

Whdtdo philologists consider likely .to have been the sound patterns of Old English?

Distinguish between analytioand synthetic langluages.

ni gramar
ni as th ellanguage
n
Discuss the chages
.
.
, I,-4
,analytic.

oved away from synthetict o ard

4,

What one factor determine.s whether a word, is

,

..''''

4

nsiilered.hative or borrowed?

',.

The Inner History of English: Middle English
0^ '

4

m

What changes in the structure of the langdigge daring 11-ie Middle- Englisli perio4d 'poin
directly to modern English?
What significant changes in pronunciation were :occur ring during-this period?

r

q

.

Advance Picig amEnglish 591
'1.

0

Thermer. History'of English: Middle English to M2d9 n English

iVliat are the chief differences in, Caxton's spelling Preface to Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales) and tire spelling Of Chaticer? In the grammar and yntax? In the yocabulary,?'

What are ,the chief differences betQeen these elenients (spelling, structure voc bulary) in
.
Caxton's' work and modern English?
Y

o<

When*did,writing cocnventidn become truly modern and st&;ized?
did` the class

1 borrowing of the Renaissanceladd to the versatility f the language?
":

,

6

-Suggested Activities

Listen to the tecord'
which demonstrates t

A ThO'usand Year? of "English Pronunciation, by. Helge
flanges in all areaa-,ollanguage frorn'Old English to modern.,

Research the current -changes in. langua
scholarly periodicals. ,:*1

are`rep rted

modern commercial and

Y.

Q

r

L

,
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Advanbe ProgamEnglish 591
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1

.

'

Beowulf

.

%

Behavioral Objectives
,
0

t*

f

1,

Having studied Beowulf and writings about this epic, the student will cite at least three
references fr6m Beowulf which reveal its importance as ari archeological re ord.
\

,'

1

Having studied Beowulf and listenedro.recOrded passages in old Englis the student will ite

for each of the following a line oar passage from the work, which ill stiites the folio Mg
o

characteristics of Anglo-Saxon pbetry: ))ur-Stress line, alliteration, harp trokes, and kenn ngs,
'

-student
ify"
Given the, contention'that the ..An o-Saxons lived in a dual world,
ways in which Beowulf portrays thiqual world by citing at least two r fereeces from the e
which imply a Christian image or interpretation and"two feferences4 dlcating that pagani
existed in spite of Christian beliefs'

\

Using class-determined criteria for characteristics or akepic, e student will egamine Beowlf
and will state and substantiate an evaluation bf the work based on these criteria.
.\
1

Textbook
Beowulf. .Translated by Burton'Raffel:

Other Sources

/ Bradley, H. "Beowulf."'Ency'clopaedia Britannica.
'Churchill, Winston. The Birth of Britain.
Hutson, Arthur. Epics of the Western Worid.
.
Inglis, Rewey Belle, and Spear, Josephs e. Adventur s in EnglisleLitarature. Olympic
edition.
dition.
Laurence, W. W. Beowul andSpic
Backgronnd Study
;

Review the characteriStics of the epic form.

Research the sources of the Ileowu/f
e

Revi\ew the background of English history before the Normdnvason,.
Loc to the areas hilial?ited by the Geats3SWedesiansl banes in the sixth century:

-

-1

I.

A Va

e PrOfgarnEnglish 591

-Ideas or Development

the wbrk oif one man who was., a Ch stian poet; find'

ly agreed that Be
It as,sgen
this state
evidence's. to pr
0

.%

.

Find lines to indicate that aganism 'existed.'
. .:
' I

n
o

,

What were the attitudes of the ruler to

;,

him?

it-

l'

.

d his

.ects? What were their , ttitude&jowarct",

''''

-N.

...,,'

beliefs,

t of Christi

%

Iiiwhat Ways can Heorot be inteipreted as a s mbol of the world itself?
i',,

-

/

.."

What does the dialogue between Beowulf and nferth reveal about each man.
'''''N..

00

-,,..,

What is the particular perspetime
frbiti which he poet sees battle? i to what context of values
...
()
,
.,
does he constantly try' to fit it?
1
,

i

J.

d

i

61

What human characteritits does the poet\give to

h of the three monsters?
sons?-\

What is the irony in Welthow' appeals on behalf of her

I Why is th4characteriatiotitFking Hrothaar the most notable inithe ic?
,
'
.
, --,...
.
4,
,1
Find examples to shoe- the-Unusual attitudes of the Anil-Saxon Toward his Weapons.
.

I

.

I

I

What is the.4gnificancd of the "Lay of the Finn, ",,Sibgmund'sta.y," an ,the "Lay of T
in the poem?

v

n

,

,

,

'i Flow dos the poet build character through action and dialogue?
Find exampT6'bf particularly vivid imagery and description.

" cuss the elegiac qualities of the fast third of the Poem.

I'

t es that illustrate the following characteristics of Anglb-Saxon poetry: four-stress line,
lite ation, harp-:strokes, and icentags. '

in

What

.

9

ects of the 'English heritage arebwed to the Anglo-Saxons?
u

:

e

, 0

13
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(

Suggested Activities
)

Write a short paper on the importance of WYld,

/

4

\
Read "The Growth of the Language, " Adventures in English Literature, pp. 48-49 to
%

4

examine samples Of the runic alphabet of Old English.

Study other examples of Old English to undetStand,the inflections'of the language.

Li,sten to the recording of Selections from Beowulf,, mat in Old. English by Dr. Harry
lvlorgah AYres.

.0

'

Make a drawing-of the mead hat
Write a short paper on the masculine-dominated society of the Anglo-Saxon..

Write a major paper on one of,,the following: The Epic Qualities of Beowulf; Beowulf:
Christian Hero; The Anglo-Saxon- Charscter, The Parallels Between Beowulf ancr.,
Hrothgar; The Dial World of the Anglo-Sakon.
Show the filnistrjp., Ourliertage from Old England.

0

Nt

,

Advance 'Pro

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLiStr EANGVAGE
The Canterbury, Tales,

Behavioral Objectives

Having studied 'The Canterbury Tales and writings about Ch tieer; the student will state and
explain the signifieanse of at least three contributions Chili er made to the establishment of
English as a.literary laliguage.

After studying the "Prologue' of The Canterbury Tales an /or one or more orthe Tales, the
student will pointout three or more examples- of -Chaucei s use of satiric language to develop
'his characters.

Having been introduced to Chaucer's characters, the sttid n.t will write an essay, describing the
major elements which reveal. The Canterbury Tales as a microcosm of English medieval life.

Textbook
Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Canterbury Tales, Ad

futesi'n. English Literature.*,

Other Sources

Bennett, H. S. Chaucer and the Fifteenth
Boccacelo,Govanni. Thi Decarneron.
Bryan, W. F., andDempster, Germairie. aurces and Analogies of Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales'
Daiches, David. A critical History of E dish Literature, Vol. I
Davis, H: W. C. Midieval England.
E lish.
Francis, W, Nelson. The History of En
French, Robert Dudley. A Chauper H ndbook.
Jesbersen, Otto. Growth and Struct e of the English Language.
J. English Way aring L fe in tlie Middle Ages.
Jusseran
Kitt a ge, G. L. Chaucer and His P
ard An.05cford Anthology of English Poetry, v.
ry, Howard F., and Thorp,

is preferable to confine group 'stun y to the portion of the Canterbury Tales presented in the
textbook.- Let individual students r ad other tales and report to the class, emphasizing themes
developed in this course.

,
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U., ed. Canterbury Tales.
Robinson, F. N ed. The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer
Nicolson,1

.

BaCkgrOund tudy

t.

e times
Trends of thought
.
Religious beliek and practices
C.

D.
I

/

Travel
Class consciousness

Trends of thought

/

Chaucer
A. Family
"B. Travels
Court life
D. Official positions
rks
E.

Pronunciatio

--

f Middle English

eas for Development

"The Prologue"

Di cuss Chaucer's collection of Canterbury pilgrims as a .mttgocosin of the fourteenth

c ntury
A

his series of stories of the life of ,modern France, Chaucer achieved
e BalZac
l'gvocatian Vivante de tout tin mondea living mirrdr.1 Which characters; are the
ttstanding examples of Chaucer's achievement this sense?,
a

Comment on the Pardoner and'the Wife' of Bath as universal summations of their kind.

What is the significance d the fact that Chaucer wrote in Eng,lishinstead of French, the
language of the uppir clasg with which he was Often associated?2
IF. NRobinson, ed., The Works of Geoffrey Clup4er (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1957),.
p.

pp. xix-xxviii.

20
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4

What is' the purpose of the disorder in which facts about, eachicharacter are presented?
Cite descriptions of the Cook and the Monk.
What characters does Chaucer present totally without irony or criticism? What possible
reasons can be given for the idealization of these chaxacters?
"The words of aogreat poet cannot be ltered without loss."1 What losses are.endountered
in the translation of Chaucer?
1.

Ir

What is the principal metrical difference in Chaucer's language and modern English?2

What is the difficulty.. in appreciating Chaucer withdut knowledge of Middle Englisp
pronunciation and grammaticalform?

I

,

o

Comment on Chaucer's-use of the cas4a1,,and,the inverted foot.
The Romance - "The Knight's Tale"
,

Explain the relationship between "The Knight's Tale" and "Teseide" in Boccaccio's
Decarneton. Evaluate Chaucer's debt to Boccaccio:_

Discuss the appropriateness o the tale to the teller in view of Chaucer's chalicteristic
irony.

Account for the lack of individu lization in the characters of ` 'The Knight'sTale."

List and explain the typically rom tic qualities of "The Knight's Tale."
Ciie examples of for ality in till

Identify the elements of irony and explain their function in the potentially tragic
narrative.3

Whatis the principal mode of poetic expression used in the tale?
1J. U. Nicolson, ed., Canterbury Tales (New York: Garden. City Boas; 1934), p;
43.obinson, Worlq`of Chaucer; p. xXx.
fit

3David DaiChes, A Critical History of English Literature ,I (New York: Ronald,l'ress Conwa y;
1960), p. 110.
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Piscuss the statement that brightness and charm are rarely found in other chivalric
romances.' On the biasis of background study in medieval thought and expression,
account for the lack of theSe qualities.

Discuss the purpose. of the insertion at intervals of "highly, ,colored picturesque details"
lor
and the effectiveness of their placement,2
The Fable=- "The Nun's Priest's Tale"

-Analyze "The Nun's Priest's Tale" as a satire on marriage.3

What qualities of medieval thought and attitude are present in the tale?

What characteristics- of "The Nun's Priest's Tale" keep it modern in application even
though it is an exposition of life in the Middle Ages?

Comment on the ironic effect resulting fsom the application of human psychology to the
behavior of the birds.'

Compare this tale with "The Pardoner's Tale" for effective presentation of insight into
human weakness.

F, N. Robinson calls the tale the first notable English example of moCk-heroic.5 What
positive qualities does this style of presentation contribute to the tale? What negative
qualities?

.

Point out 'examples of flagrant fallacies in medieval thought conce ming medicine,
psychology, and, astrology,

p. 111.
2/bid.. p. 110.

p. 119.
4Ibid.'
5Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 14.

1/4

22
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Cofnment on Pertilote as Chaucer's practical and disillusioned woman of the world.1

Variety of method is a strong point of Chaucer's narration of The Canterbury Tales. Cite
.
examples in "The Nun's Priest's Tale."
flow is the talekadapted to the specific character and calling of the Nun's Priest?2
.

,

The Marriage Debate"The Wife_.of Bath's Tale" and "The Clerk's Tale."
Analyze the. Wife of Bath as a character type.

Why is "The Wife of Bath's Prologue" acknowledged to be ."one of the high points of The
il
Canterbury Tales?3
,

For his characterization of the Wife of Bath, Chaucer drew on the Romance of the Rose
and the Miroir de Mariage. Summarize his position regarding marriage.
Discuss "The Wife of Bath's Tale"
as a blend of fantasy and realism.
,
(

In what way is the "tone of romantic delicacy . , . at the end" of "The Wife of Bath's
Tale" perfectly in character according to the presentation in "The Prologup" with the
Wife's theory of mastery in marriage?4

Discuss "The Clerk's Tale" of patient Griselda as a tapestry tale.

$

Consider the Wife's most likely reaction t "The Clerk's Tale."
(In the, Envoy of Chaucer at the conclusion of "The Clerk's Tale," does Chaucer"Seem-to
be in agreeinent with the Wife of Bath or simply in disagreement with the^Cltrk? Support
answers with exa nwles from the text.
4

I ibid.

2Ibid.
3Daiches, History of English`Literature, is. 112.

4/bid p. 114.

0
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Cdmpare Chaucer's Version of the Griselda story with.thatpf Boddacci (Oa tenth tale of
the tenth day in The Decarneron)4n4 indicate the p nts of similatit
Discuss they character of Griselda as an allegorical type, thus ageounting'for the lack of
compleXity' in her character.
-

The Fabliau-!"The Friar's Tale'',
.

Why is the fabliau a.necessary part of ThevCanterbury Tales.?
What qualities`` of , "The

Fir's

Tale" might have led critics to attribute the tale to

Chaucer's
.imagination and artistry rather than to other; SoprCes
on which he may have
'
,
I

relied?2,

,

ti

Comment on the statenlent that "The dramatic exchanges 'between the Friar- and the
Summoner before and 'between the taleS [ "The Friar's Tale" and "The SUmmoner's
Tale "]

. . .

make the whole episode a work of art in itself.,"3

Erpm the standpoint of the principal characteristics of construction, contrast the fabliau
with the romance and-the fable.
CoMment on the tendency of the chau'cer fabliau tp emphasize. poetic justice

The Exemplary Anecdote-"The Pardoner's Tale"

What comment on medieval . society does Chaucer make througli the Pardoners
vindication of his own cleverness?

§ugest- reasons for the Pardoner's thorough revelation of character before his tale begins.

,

1Robinson, Works of ChatiCer, p. 9.

2/bid., p. S.
3DaiGhes, History of English Literature, p. 114".,
4 Robinson,
1,
Works of Chaucer, p. 5.

.2,4
20

,
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1

M1

What is the anecdote'bn, which the Pardon 's exemprum is based? Explain, the,'ir9ny
in vpIT .

*

,

P,

Analyze ,"The Pardoner's Tale"' as a °model nof 'thort-story method, with. pailicular
.emphasis-on thepseof atmosphere, intrigue; dialogue, and denouement.

'
'

.

.

-. ompare the characteriz ion of the figures in 'The PardOner's Tale" with Chaticer'i"
characterization. of(the C nterbury pilgrim's,

,

..,.1

i

I

Explain th mtlitilevel meaning of the term s,eUrriplten'ils avplidd to the Pardoner's
protogue and tale.

ConlitneiiVon the, r ardoner's 'offer, a't, the conclusion, gi his tale, to sell pardOns to thee
company: Was he deceived by his oWn eloquence or was e joking?
'3.

,

P.

.

The Saint's Legendr"The Brioress'slale"
q

-

/

.

' it

4

'

A

Qat. distinguishes themanner in Which "The Prioreas's/rale" is requested bya the Host?
What efia,racterigicWhich is fypical of Chaucer is suppressed in `The,Priciress's Tale."?
,"/

Coinment on. the "statement that "Chaucer wrote. The .Prioress's Tale' as a satire on
'0

childish legendg.''2

What' common prejudices of the fourteenth century are revealed in "The Prioress's, Tale?
0
NI

Inge ted Activities

Trace. the 'travels and 14 rna experiences of Chaucer which provided the' background
,,,for The Canteiburj) Tales; a empt..to Matt his specific experiences to a:particular
character or tale.

ap

/
Presentshort oral readings in Middle English.

COndtictta panel discussion of Chaueer's debt to The Arabian Nights.
rrq

'

Prepare an individual rteOrt on the influence of Dante on ChauceVs writings.
4,

-'
o

1 lb id. p . 1
21b

\

0

)

a

a.
r.
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d

',.

.40.7--...

Chaueerts Canterbury ales is called a "brilliant culmination of Middle English
littature,',' combining the principal themes and attitudes of European literature and
English national consciousnog.1 On the basis of the selected readings, conduct i
nr most Prevalent in English thought and which are
,discussion
of die -1 hemes .whiell'see.
.
examples of national conspiousness.
4

,

Seject cOnveisational portions from between fhe tales to present to thd class in dialogue
"form

Wrifei dqscriptive paragraph attempting to imitate the stylq of Chauber;p,articularly
"air of innocent dbservation .
-",

Read `mtHoccleve's Lament for ,Chaucer and Go.wer", (0,75fOrd Anthology of Englis
.PbetrY).

I Dal hes, History of English riterature;
0...

f3 9. .-

I
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
,o-

::111iirder in thecAt edral
"

t

Behavioral Objectives

Having 'studied The Canterbury Tales and Murder 02 the Cathedral, the student will,ctimpare in
noting similarities and differencerin
class discussion these two representations'. of medieval 1
°form, in treatment of medieval life, and in-Content.
0

,

.

After reviewing elements 8f.Greek tragedy (e.g., the function of the chorus; the tragic flaw,
and the role of fate), the student willi'analyze Murder in the Cathedral,.citing examples of
corresponding eleinents in the modern play.
,

.

After reading or listening to ta recording of the "Interlude," the stu t will make ap oral or
written presentatiOn relating Becket's atedaefinition of martyrdom to 's actions in response
to his own spiritual conflict.
.

t

.

BeCket in the Playd;the
Having discussed 'in class thel three Major temptafions that
...
student vvillerite a paper identifyihisimilar temptationsin contemporary life.
.

.

*

... ,,
,

Having studied Murder in the Cathedral, the student will select lines or passages which he believes- convey the universal theme" of the-.play, defending ,his-.choice in an oral or written
,

, e

presdntati8n.

.

.

.

Textbook
Eliot, T. S. Murder in the C4thedrat.
.R

h

Sources

Ha cher, Harlan, ed. A Modern Repertory.
Hath n, Richmond. Tragedy, Myth, and Mystery.
Backgbund Study
,,

' Study the historical background of the medieval church.
,

,

Redarch the early relationship between Thomas Becket and Otriry II.
S

Study the causes of the eventual

ct betwedil Henry II and Thonios Becket.

Reparch the Plantagenet family in English history;

23
tt,

.

4
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Ideas for Development

DisCuss the Chorus' attitude toward suffering as it exemplifies the natural human keactiof.
o

-

Discuss why particular credit is not due Becket 'when he does not succumb, to the obvious
allurements
of the first tempter.

;

Eiploteetilie motives behind the Archbisimp's martyrdoin.

Discuss respectiyely the different aspects of patriotism defended by the ise?Cond and third
Atempter.
s

1

Discuss the means bye which,
the Chorus of Canterbury women link the high ritual
,,
clorch with the common life-of the day,
.1

.

.

Discuss Fliot's commentary through the Chorus that the lowest reaction to human suff

ng is

/

to (to* it. ,.
.

f/the

.

Discuss the idea presenteibtthat every man must share in the, doom of the world: "But
now a great fear is upon us, a feat like birth and death, when we see' birth and death alone in a
'
void apart." (Part. 1)
Why does the Chorus of women clamor for anonymity?*
.

Discuss-the fears of the Chorus of life beyond death.
Discuss the basic conflict of the

rei and state controversy.

Discuss the. separation of c

Why does the fourth tempter present Becket's greatest temptation?
Why was Becket's.chpice to become a martyr an active rather than .a passive choicer
Suggested Activities

,

Write a paper discussing 'Becket's statement that "Human kind cannot b
reality." (Part II)

ery much

Compare Becket's martyrdom and ihe e ntsleading to it with Holy Week and the
.crucifixion of Christ.

.

/

Write a spetch in defens of the four knights..
.41

Write a paper discussing Becket's statement: "The last temptation is the greatest treason:
to do the right deed for the wrong reason." (Part II)
"

9

44,

I
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,

Define saint, imartYr, arid' tragi
three.

he siinilarities and differences among.the

,X.ead Everyman and co npare it With Murder In The Cathedral.

Write a paper refuting o

efending the-effetnienoss of poetic drama.
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1

Behavioral' Objectives

,

°

Having studied the basic concepts of Greek tragedy, the student will find and enum
discussion similarities and differences between Greek and Renaissance tragedy.'

r

to in

s.

°

After arriving at conclusions as to the characteristics of the kenaissante tragic hero from small
group discussions, the student will -'develop in a 'major paper the character Hamlet as a tragic
hero.

Using agreements arrived at though distussion and the deeper investigation reqpired in the
writing of a major paper on he concepts of tragedy, the, student will state generalizations
concerning the universality achieved by Shakespeare in Hamlet.

,

,

Using the Freytag formula (see Teachers' Manual, Adventures in English Literature,.Olympio .
edition) .for plot structure of /Elizabethan tragedy, the/student will chart the plot pf Hamlet,
noting in detail' the exposition, the exciting force, stepi of actions, structura
action, moment of final suspense, catastrophe, and cienou ent.

After-research en `Elizabethan stagecraft through reference boas,' filmstrips, and films, the
student wilr devise a 'director's script on the staging of Ha let within the framework of the,
Globe Theater architectural, plan.
Afte close study of the seven. Major "Soliloquies, the student will write a paper on the
philoso es of Ham,let as tolife,. death, man, and the Eliz bethan world.
61'

arein dramas,' the student

avingm exam ed the use of language in Sha

li draw

nclusions- through citing specific passages as to hakespeare's use of blank verse, tlx<run-over
line, end rhyme, caesura, couplet, imagery, figures of speech, and prose.
(

Having recognized the three major controversies within Hamlet; the 'student will participate in

a panel discussion in these three areas: the extent of, Hamlet's mental derangement,
hesitation to avenge his father'seh, his relationship with Ophelia.

his;;

Having identified the passages that include humor,he student will report orally on the
'heightening of tragic effect through these mirthful contrasts.

textbook

rs.

eShaicespeare, William. Hamlet, Edited by Louis B! Wright andVirginia Lamar. Folger
Library Series.

39
26
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Other Sburces
adley, A. C. ShakespeaMah Tragedy;
Charlton, H. B., akespea
Tragedy,
"'Chute, Marchett Shak peare
don,.
Grebanier, Ber
The Heart of Hamlet.
Holzknecht,-G . 'Background of Shakespeare;s
Levin, Harry.
e Question of Hamlet.
Mic.heli Lauri ce, and Sewall, Richard B, Tfagedy: Modern Essays in Critkism.
Raphael, D. D.
.
e Parado of Ragedy,
Sprague, Art it Colby. Shakespeare and the Audience,

Van D en, Mark. Shakespeare,
Webat Margaret. 'Shakespeare Without Tea
Wilson,
Doirer, WhatHappens in Hamlet.

,,,Backgr und Study

)

esearchthe souTces of the play which are thought tohave been used ,by Shakespeare.
keview the basic elemente of Greek tragedy as outlines criii Aristotle'sPoetic
,9

'Review the 'ptinciples of -ElizaUethan Stagecrati and the charaCteris s 6f Shakespeare's
'Condon.
0

Keep in mind that Hamlet is an Elizabethan 'and not a medieval Dane.

Investigate the stage, radio, and TV historY of the plays

Regearch the attitudes of the Elizabethans toward giiiiste.
Listen to recordings of 163
Engliat 4:iterature,

eth while simultaneously reading the play, from Adventures M

as for Development'
4

Compare Macbeth and Hamlet from these aspects (a) tragic heroes ,(1,) plot structure.
(c) characterization (d) universality, and (e) use of the supernatural,

/

.

Shakespeare knew nothing of Aristotle. U g Hamlet and Macbeth, &Vise a definition for the
substance of Shakespearean tragedy; comp it with the Aristotelian formula.
o.

What is the moral or,
significance f the play? What universal significance is shown
through plot theme, and
and characters?
What examples can be found' of what the Gree s Aermed nemesis, that isf weakness Of a
.person's, character that causes disaster to that person.
.

6

27
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Whgtt4passagl6s give ,the best key to the Character of HanAt? In, its largest aspect, 'What is the
problem he hai .solve, .and' what is its most practital soh:ft-ion? Why is he so,inadequate for
#

'

p

,0

Hamlet's flair for absstfac,t thiniting makes him frequently indifferent to the concrete world
. ''''
around him; gi/e;examples:
Polonius, send Rosenkraritz and Guildenstern to their deaths, and still
Wjiy can Hamlet
hesitdte to kill his villainous uncle? A

,/

-What Elizabethan beliefs concerninglhosts are found in the speeches made by tlie Ghost or by

otherc4racters?
What theatrical devices does Shakespeare use to overcome the inadequacies Of `the, Elizabethan
stage?

*."
Alt1;ough po nius is, a 'garrulous old flidn,fie frequently sitiows remarkablejnsight into human
nature; trite quotations to illustrate.
Whit enamples of diamaticirony are in the, play? of tragic irony?

How does.mirthfikl contract heighten tragic effect? 'How is he .strain
r.
comedy.? Cite instances of each.

tragedy elieved by

Shakespeare is a master of pootip deyices. Find fillies to illustrate t e
couplet, xlm-oirer line, end-stopped fine, caesura, imagery, and figur

Cogiment on Shakespeare's use of both prose and poetry ; devis'e a

blank verse;

of speech.

rnatila fo his use of prps'e.---*.

.

"t

,

Although Hainfet is often called the "intlantholy Dane," he is' re,miently witty; cite examples.

.

liciiiikAis a profOundly spiritual play, yet it is in no sense a religious one Is tragedy, inimical to 4-,-4---,---;'-'
inplicereligion? Coniider Job and I. B.

t

1
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Suggested. Activities'

Using the Freytag formula Or Elizabethan tragedy plot. structure, chart the plot
Hamlet. Note in detail the -exposition, the steps of action, the climax, the `falling action,
the moment of final suspense, the catastrophe, and the denouement.1.

View the filmstrip, "The Elizabethan Theater," or consult reference books. Draw a plan
of the playing stages of the Globe Theater. On which areas would a director play each
scene of Hamlet? What had the modern tlwater borrowed or adap d from the Globe?
ere ate seven Major soliloquies in Hamlet: Act.I, Scene 2, line 12'9) Act 1, Scene 5, line
2; Act II, Scene '2, line 576; Act III, Scetie I, line 56; Act III, Scene 2, line 406; Act al,
Scene 3, lino 73; Abt IV, Scene .4, line 32. Write a paper in which the philosophy and

main ideas of each soliloquy are stated clearly. What purpose does each serve
dramaticallir What parallels can be drawn between the,soliloqUies and Browning's dramatic
Monologues?.
_

Keep a list of fainous quotatiOrp(Hamiet has more than any literary work other than t
Bible) for an end-of-the-study quotation test.
"For the dfamatic contest, a hero of such dimension calls for aFf oppOrient worthy of him

and in Claudius, Shakespeare has equipped Hamlet with*a by-no-m.1ns contemptible
adversary:"2'Qualify this statement in a, paper.

".. Ophelia is' perhaps the most interesting depiction in world drama of a thoroughly
"uninteresting' young woman."3 Wiite.4paper in agreement or disagreement; be specific
f
and support state 'cents.,
,

.

"Shakespeire's ,portrait,of the Queen is one of the most brilliant depictioni in literature
of the sentimentaliSt."4 Develop tis statement in a paper.

....

Itewoy Belle, and Spear, Josephine.. Teachelos Manual for Adventure in English
Literature (Olympic ed.; New York Harcourt, Brace & Co., ,1958), pp. 85-82,.

2Grebanier, Bernard. The Heart of Hamlet (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1960),
p. 265.

hbfa., p.
4/bid., p. 270.

33
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There are three great questions for debate in Hamlet: (1) Was Hamlet insane, partially insane,
or al

s colnpletely sane? (2) Did he love:Ophelia? -(3) Why did he hesitate so, long to avenge

ath? Form three groups to prepare debates or panels on these highly
his father
,controversial subjects. Consult the opinions of Shakespearean scholars, if desired;- or use
completely original reasoning in the presentations.

Listen'to the recording of Hathlet by the Old Vic Company. If the play is studied act by ac
listen to the record in this manner.

Secure from the Louisville Fre'e Public Library the full-lerigth 'film of Hamlet,

Starririg

Lawrence Olivier. <

If possible, secure, a review of Richard Bu ton's production in New York. (See Saturday
Review, The New. York. Times Sunday Magazine, or Theatre Arts.) Write a critical paper to
compare Burton's interpretation and production with a more traditional one
Vie* the related films and/or filmstrip listed in Noniiiint Media.

Listn to the related tape recordings listed in Nonprint Media:
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TRAGIC MAN .

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead

Behavioral Objectives

Having become acquainted With major dramatists, sue as jonesco, Genet, ?inter, Beckett,
Sartre, Albee, and Camus, through independent class projects, the student will develop in a -

major paper the fundamental concepts of existentialism that pervade the Theater of the
Absurd.

I.

.

.

Drawing on material presented through oral reports on the Theater of the Absurd, the student

will identify in class discussion the basic characteristics of the Absurd, to be found in
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead.

Aware that setting in an Absurdist drama is an abstract repre,sentation of reality; the stu ent
will lead or participate in a class discussion on the concept of setting as used in Stop ard's
drama.

After tracing .the character development of Rosencrantz and Guilenstern, the student will
write a paper based on his compassion and/or empathy fqr the two pratagonists.
,

,..

..

k

From hiS study of Shakespeare's Hamlet, the student will participate in a panel discussion to
explore the siniilgtities and dissimilarities between Hamlet and Rdsencrantz and Guildenstern

Are Dead, with - special emphasis on the dramatic purpose behind the inclusion of
Shakespearean passages and Scenes.
ti

After class discussion on Stoppard's innovative dialogue, the student will write a script of a
situation frond his own experience in which dramatic action is revealed thiough Stoppard's
dialogue.

Using the definition of tragic comedian, the student will deVel6p an in-depth paper on "Tom
Stoppard: Tragic Comedian." *

Textbqok
Stoppar.d, Tom. Roi'enerantz and Guilde?ternAriDead.

Other Sources

Aiken, Henry D. The Age of Idecgogy; The. 19th Century Philosopheri.
Brustein, Robert. The Theatre of, Revolt.
. The Third Theatre.
Cohn, Ruby. Casebook on Waiting For Godot.
Corrigan, Robert W., ed. Theatre in-the Twentieth Century.
Esslin, Martin. Theatre of, the Absurd.
31
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Heckel, J.J. "Heroic AbsurditiesAn Approach to Literature." English Journal.
Musson', Lenore. "The Medium Is.the Absurd." English Journal.
Smith, George, and Sayer, Gay. "Who Is Afraid of Godot?" English Journal.
Spanos, William. A Casebook on Existentialism..
Taylor,'John Russell. Anger and After, A Guide to the New British Drama.
"What. Is Existentialism?" Life.
Winthrop, H. "AlienatiOn and Existentialisni in Relation to Literature, and Youth."
Journal of General Education.
Backgrdund Study

Reigarch the history and the characteristics of the Theater of the Abiurd.

,Beboine acquainted with major dramatists, such as Ionesca, Genet, Pinter, Beckett, Sartre,
Albee,.and Camus.

Examine the major concepts of existentialism.

Ideas for development

Sfoppard states his work to be "more A play, on words than a play of words." How does he
,exploit x dialogue and words in order to give language now forms and thereby destroy time-worn

Inilthe Theater of the Absurd, the setting is an abstract representation of reality. In Stoppard's
play, discuss the audience's uncertainty of "wheie and when" as to the Elizabethan action.
Can Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead be considered in any sense a modern tragedy?

Trace the character developnient of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Is it possible to feel
compassion and/or empathy for the protagonists?
Thee fectiveness. of Rosencrantz and. Guildenstern Are Dead is based on.comparison/contrast
with amlet. What are the siinilarities And difference's? How does Stoppard manipulate these
to rev al his attitudes toward man's dilemma?

oeg dramatic iiony give meaning to certain speeches of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern?
. What udience resptinse would be possible without a foreknowledge of Hamlet?
FIgsw

After the nigety or more times that the coin comes up "heads," Guildenstern remarks on the
suspelnsion ci the laws o6pirobal5ility. What are the iniplications,of the incident?

When Guildenstern learns llis owrr death is imminent, why is'he compelled to perform his only
overt act in th6 play' the stabbing o the Player?

7

0,
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Why does Stoppard not use the recorder scene from Hamlet?

At what +points in the play might Rosbncrantz and Guildenstern have escaped their fate? Why
did they-not?
4-

Sainuel BeCkett has been called a "tragic. comedian." Is this a fitting title for Stoppard?
Explain.

,

What are 'the larger implications of the "false death"-scene in Act III?
rte

What are the implications ,of Rosencrantz and GuildenSteri's involvement in the dress
rehearsal? (

Suggested Activities

Shakespeare often portrays man as a pawn in a chess game that he does not understand.
4.
Make a list of, Shakespearean quotations which are "existential" fn nature.
Give readings for the class from other plays of the Theatre Of the Absurd. Discuss these
readings with'the class,

Contempovary popular songs are often noted for theiA "word games." Play recordings

such as "The Dangling Conversation" by Simon and Garfunkel, "All Along the.
Watchtower" by Bob Dylan, and discuss their significance.

Invite professional resource people from the theater to, talk on the Theater of the Absurd,
Select provocative lines from Stoppard's play as an in-class writing assignment. Make this
composition a spontaneous reaction, rather than a take-home assignment. Consider the
following lines:
"Life, in a box is better than no life at all."

"A man talking sense to himself is o madder than a man talking nonsense not to
"himself."
`Jr

.

"All your life you live so close to teuthit becomes'a permanent blur in the corner
of your'eye, and when something nudges it into outline it is like being ambushed by
.a grotesque."

Write a major paper on "death," citing lines that develop this theme in the play.
Play excerpts from the recording of "Waiting for Godot."

Stoppard gives a new dramatic life to a group of previously determined characters. Find
another literary character to substitute for Stop d's. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.
Defend your choice before the class.

Advance ProgramEnglish 591
Use for background study of eXiStentialism the Life reprint, "What Is Existentialism?"

Play a rhetoric game in class by rules devised by Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. (See
pp. 42-44 in text.)

A.
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'

Pere Goriot'''
13ehavioral Objectives
roe

After reading. Pete Goriot, the student, through class discussion, will nuke generalizations as to

the FrencV society of the period: attitudes toward money, trartiageg, morals, family, and
power.
uki

'

!".

With awareness,'ot Balzac's stated intentions as totis Human Comedy, the student, in a paper,
1

will assess Pere Goriot at to its success as a "novel of manners.,?'

-,,, Through small group dis?usst r%s, the student will analyze the plot structure oPthemovel and
the respective functions of "the three interrelated stories within the main plot structure.
A? ter independent.Tesearcil as to , the "Balzacian type" of characterization, the student will

participate in a panel discussion of Goriot and V4utrin as such types.
1,
,
Having reviewed the' concepts of tragedy and pathos,. the student will debate Pere Goriot as`a.
pathetic or tragic figure.
.,.
#

,

°

!

After a restatement of the realistic, naturalistic, and romantic approaches to literature, the
student will write a critical paper to cite examples of each of the three inWre Goriot.
.

,

Through class discuision, the student will cite examples and/or passages, that point up Balzac's
,
attention to verisimilitude.
/

After review of the point of view or the focus'of narration, the student will draw conclusions
4
in a paper as to the Balzacian method of narration and its effectiveness.
Textbook
Balzac, Honori de. Pere Gariot. Translated by. Henry Reed.
,

Other Sources
Lukacs, George. Studies in..European Realism.
Oliver, E. J. Balzac, the European.
. Honore de Balzac.
Peyre,lienri. The Contemporary French Novel.
Zweig, Stefan. Balzac.

A
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4,

Study Balzac as an introdu tion to the arts of France.

/

JuStify this work as a novel f manners. Define the term novel of manners.

Trace the development of R tignae; identify his "Litman weaknesses and strengths, What other
characters achieve an equally realistic q lity? Explain.

, Discus's the villain Vautrinras the chief ph sopher of Baliae's rpVel. How pes be 'exemplify
Rousseau's phil9sophy that the best self

th natural,self?

Read al9ud Balzac's description of the boarding ouse. "One trick, of Balzac's technique is to

concentrate on the. background to a point of exactitude that fatigues the readel until the
figures'h emerge against it appear credible, however frttastic or dramatic their
behaviOr."1

piscuss Goriot's function as a symbol. "Goriot is the genius, of fatherhoO'd (`the Christ :of
paternitY' to Rastignac) as Vautrin is the genius of
.''2
Analyze and compare the daughters of Gdriot, Nnastasieand Delphine, alluding to comparable
literary figureS,

Discuss the role of "money in the novel; show how it affects an the main chpraaefs.of the
'hovel.,

cuss the unusual movement of the plot. "Yet Le Fire Goriot is riot only the history of
Goriot, for Rastign. ac is the central gharacter through whose eyes Goriot is more often seen
while it is Vautrin who precipitates the action.. , "3 '

1 E. J. Oliver, liSiord de B,alzac (New York:' Macmillan company, 1964), p 57.
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Suggested Activities

Students who have read King Learomak draw a coinparison between this play and Balzac's

novel. After laving studied Hamlet and the Elizabethan and Artisfotelian concepts of
tragedy, define Pa#os and determine whether Pere Goriot is a tragic or pathetic figure.

It is ofteh difficult for students to rid themselves of the current literary environment of
the unemotional and non-sentimental man whose chief interest is in the searching and
yet in Pere Goriat students are confronted with a man to
discovering of his own
whom introspection:and reward have b reality unless they are concerned with the
welfar6 of his daghters.,. the ld man froin his romantic environment whete
e modern age where they are distrusted and
an from
such actions are
ridiculed' Can Pere Goriot, from this iso ted and more objective viewpoint, achieve any
proportiom of heroic stature, or does he ecome grotesque, in his willingness to kill, to
c,
condemn, an to .berate huinanity in defense his selfish daughters?
Lt

I
4

place some of the novel's more important sce es, such as Goriot's ddalh, Va m's
the conversation bet een Rastignac and Birnchon, and so
tempting of. Rastignc,
forth, into dramatic form anclact in class..
,

Discuss a contemilorat3r undertaking with the scope and magnitude of Balzac's Human
anzi3dy; how would you structure it In what light would you describerour*merican
sOciety?

Have. a'mock_trIal of eitlief Vautrin or Gbifot, s dauAters.
,
0).

Pt
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NONPRI1ST MEDIA

The following illms are available from the Jefferson County Book and Film Depository

822.33
The Age of Elizabeth. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 195
Sound,

Age ,

822.33
Ham '

min. Color.

-

4.

Hamlet# Poisoned .Kingdom. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1959., 30 min.

Color. Sound.
822.33

Hamlet: Readiness Is Alt EncycIiipaedia Britannica Films, 1959. 30 min. Color.
Sound.

Ham

822.33
Hamlet: What Happens in Hamlet. Encyclopaedia Britannica Pilms, 1959. 30 min.
Color. Sourid.

Ham

822.33

Understavding Shakespeare: His Sources. Coronet Instructional Films, 1952. 19 min.
Color. Sound.

Und

822.33
Und.

Understanding

lalspeare:

Stagecraft.- Coronet InOructional Films, 19:72.

25 min. Color': Sound.
The following film is available from the Louisville Free Public= Library:

Hamlet. United Worlk Filths, n.d 159 miK Black and white. Sound. 4-11.8, 4-119, 4-120, 4-121.
Filmstrips

Our Heritage from Medieval England (Our Heritage from the Old World Series .v,McGraw-Hill
Textfilms, 1963. Color.

Shakespeare's Theatre. Ethicational Audio Visual; Inc., 1963. Cola. Sound.
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ftcordings
Beowtdf and Chaucer. Read by Helge Kokeritz and John C, POpe. Educational ALidio Visual, Inc.,
n.d.

Cbntinuation of the Atmosphere. University of Wisconsin, English Department, n.d. Lecture on'
dipe
,

f

Hamlet. Read by John Gielgud and Cast. Educational Audio Visual, Inc., n.d. 2 recordings,
.

)

I

flow Shakespeare uses Words. university a Wisconsin, Eliglish Depaitment, n.d. Lecture on tape.

Introduction

Shakespeare.. University of Wisconsin, English Department, n.d. LeCtUre on tape.

The Shako earean Atmosphere. Universi

of Wisconsin, Eriglish Department, n.d. Lecture on tape.

The Shakespearean Character. University \

Wisconsin, English Department, n.d, Lecture or:Nape.

The Shakespearean Plot. Uniyersity of Wise sin, English Department, n.d. Lecture on tape.

_\

A Thousand Years of English Pronunciation.
Waiting for God6t. Columbia Records, n.d.

ucational Audio Visual, Inc., n.d. 2 recordings.
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ADVANCE PROGRAMENGLISH 592
TRAGIC MAN /INTROSPECTIVE MAN
Course Description

English 592 continues to develop the theme of Tragic Man through a study of selected works
by Hardy and Millet.

Further exploration of the course theme, Images of Man, leads specifically to a look at the
Introspective Man, focusing on his quest for self-knowledge and upon his psychic need for
self-assertion Works by Conrad, Dogtoyevsky, Eliot, and Shaw probe the individual's inward
responsibilities'atid struggles,

In addition, an examination of selected works of the Romantic poe
Byron, Shelley, and Keats, serves as a transition from. Introspective

Wordsvvort, Coleridge,
an to Protesting Man,

7

Prerequisite
English 591; eligibility for Ad

ce Program and/or teacher reco mendation

Suggested Tinte Schedule

Tragic Man (continued).
Death of a Salesman
The Retuin of the Native. '

1 Week.
,

2 weeks
0.1

Introspective Man r.
Heart of Darkness and the Secret Sharer
Crime and Punishment
The Love.Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Man and Superman
Poetry,of the' Romantic Poets

-1 week
3 weeks
I week
2 Weeks -

2 weeks

General ObjeCtives

Knows the purpose, requirements, and mechanics of the Advanced Placement examination.
Learns of the Introspective Man, focusing on his quest for self-knowledge and his psychic need
for self-assertion through a study of selected works by Conrad, Dostoyevsky, Eliot, and Shaw.
.

Appreciates the.transition from thelntrospective Man to Protesting Man via an examination of
the Romantic poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge, BYron, ShelleY, and Keats.
,
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.

Zehavioral Objectives.

Having read and/or 4iscussed critical views regarding characteristics of the modern tragic hero

(e.g., Miller's "Tr gedy of the Common Man" and/or Joseph WOod Krutch's "The Tragic
Fallacy"), the stu ent will compare through claSs discussion these characteristics with those Of
the Renaissance t agic hero and the Greek tragic hero.
.1)

After studying Death of a Salesman and participating in class dismission, the student will Select
social elements or changes which threaten the protagonist's self-image and explain his choices
in a written composition.

After studying Death of a Salesman, the student Will point out three or more examples of
Miller's fusion of,past, present, and future (e.g., use of staging, dialogue, music).

After reviewing Thomas Hardy's biography and literary career and reading The Return of the
Native, the student will explain in class discussion how 'the theme of The Return of the Native
reflects Hardy as a link between the modern era and Victorian times.

Having reviewed the characteristics of naturalism in literature, the student will point' out
passages in The Return of the Native which illustrate a naturalistic' interpretation of igiag,'
relationship to nature.
After reviewing elements of Greek drama (e.g., the chorus, the five-part structure, the unities),
the student will find and describe similar elements in The Return of the Native..

After examining Hardy's description of the environment in The ..geturn of tile Native, the
ft 9
student will cite ways in.which the setting assumes attributes of aeharacter.
Given informaqon about Hardy's cosmic view of life and his literary style, the student will
write, a paper.; nalyzing the wayisin which The Return of the iNative reflects this view.

After reading Heart of Darkness and/or The Secret Sharer, the student will list the
characteristics which best describe,Joseph Conrad's image of the introspective man.

After reading Albert Guerard's introduction to the textbook, the student will show in chart
form or in, a paper the Archetypal pattern "night. joUrney" found in either Heart of Darkness" or.
The Secret Sharer.
14,

After reviewing the characteristics of existential man, the student will identify these
characteristics in the protagonist of Heart of Darkness and/or The Secret Sharer, and, in
discussion or in,:a paper, will infer hoW the protagonist does or :can solve his problem of
isolation,

After research into Dostoyevsky's life and his philbsophy, the student will trace in class
discussion their; relationships to Crime.and limishment.

4
4.

Ski
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Having,reviewed the supernrfin theories of Nietzche and of Hegel, the student will write an
in-depth paper analyzing Raskolnikov as DostoyeVsky's "extraordinarr man."

After a reexamination of the novel, the student will arrive thi.ough cldss discussion at
generalliations as to Raskolnikov's motives in committing the crime.

Using independent study :on: dreani psychology, ihe student will Write a paper on the
-importance and t'unctiOns of-dreams within the novel.

;After listening to oral-reports on' the Leopold-Loeb case in 1924; the stUdent will participate in
a parte.' discussion to compare/contrast the Raskolnikov crime with that of Leopold-Lbeb in

the light or the' beliefs of the involved individuals concerning the rights of the surerior
intellect.

After redOnsideratiori of Vautrin4 role in `'P'ere Goriot, the siudent will write a paper of
comparlson/cOntrast of Vautrin with $vidrigailoV.
After studying the novel Crime-and Purrithment, the :student will debate the strengths and/or
weaknesses. of the "Epilogue!'
.

After Participatintin the reading and discussion of Crime and Punishment, the, student will
write, a ;response to one essay-test question, such as "What insights of early nineteenth century
'Russian society are provideil through the reading of Crime and Punishment?" or "Whaf is the
importance of religion in the novel?"
Arftei reviewing the 'definition of stream-of-consciousnesi technique, the student will select
examples of this literary device in 'The Love Song of Alfred Prufrock and explain how the
chosen examples convey' psychological relationships rather than logical ones.

After rqreading

poeni, the Hollow Men, the stUdent will compare its presentation of

modern man with that of The Love Song of 4 Alfred Prufrock, citing examples which
illustrate twentieth century !Mares physical and spiritual impotency and his role as a victim of
-social rituals and trivialities.'

After reviewing the characteristics of an introspective man; the student will point out at least
six figures of speech which create the texture and introspective tone of The Loq.Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock,
Given information about Eliot's use of literary allusions, the student will locate and explain at
least three allusions in The LOve Song of J. AlfredPrufrock and/or, The Hollow Men.

After reading the ,"Preface" to Man and Supermari,, the student will state the reasons for
Shaw!g determination to write a different kind of Don Juan drama, citing specific passages to
sub'stantiate this interpretation.

1
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From research on. the Spanish Don Juan Tenorlo, the student wi ..explain through, class
discussion, similarities between the Shavian and Spanish dramas.,

After reading the comedy (ActI I, II, and IV), the student will explore in a paper the use
character stereotypes as effective vehicles for satire.
':After research on the Fabian Society and Shaw's .rolikas one of its leaders, the student will
moderate or partiCipate in a class discussion on Tanner, the doctrinaire socialistas revealed in
the comedy apd "The-Revolutionist's Handbook."
.'
)
P'.

From reading Act' II, sthe "Don Juan Intermezzo," the student will participate in a panel
discussion of the resp *five philosophies of the Devil and 'Don Juan, with special emphasis on
ications.
their present-day i

After r xamination of all fotr acts of Man and Superman, the student will analyze in a paper
the rela ionihips between the trivial comedy, and the philosophical.conversation.
*

After class discussion explorihg the similarities and differences bet en Dosioyevsky's
"extraordinary man" and the Shavian "superman," the audent will give sp cific examples of
similarities and/or, differences.

udying examples of tragedy and comedy, the student will write an in-class essay based
is statement: "Comedy is as serious as tragedy; it frequently,has a serious purpose.';'
Having acquired informa,tion through research and/or lectures abo he philosophic and social
b kground- of the romantic movement, in England and its relationsh with the revolutionary
spit of ether countries, the student will identify and explaIn two or more examples of social
and spirituel issues under protest as deiaribed in selected poems by romantic poets.

After studying selected works of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lord Byron, Shelley, and Keats, the
student will cite iinesfrom the poems that illustrate the romantic view of man's nature and the
romantic view of Beauty.

After reviewing, the elements of poetry .(e.g., tone, imaiery, rhythm
examples of each from selected poems by romantic poets.

the student Will cite

a

M.
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Death of a Salesman

Behavioral Objectives

Having read and/or discussed critical views regarding characteristics of the modern tragic hero

(e s., Miller's "Tragedy of the Common Man" and/or Joseph Wood Krutch's "The Tragic
Fallacy"), the student will compare, through Mass discussion, these characteristics with those
of the Renaissance tragic hero, and the Greek tragic hero.

After studying Death of a Salesman and pArticipating in class discussion, the student will select
social elements or changes which threaten the protagonist's self-image and explain his choices
in a written composition.

After studying Death of a Salesman, the student All point out three or more exampled/of
Miller's fusion of past, present, and future (e.g., use or staging, dialogue, music).

Textbook
Miller, Arthur. Death of a Salesman.

Other Sources

,Hatcher, Harlan, ed. A Modern Repertory.
Miller, Arthur.' "Tragedy of the Common Man." Theatre Arts.
Myers, Henry. Tragedy: A View of Life.
Pressey, B.,, and Watson, E. 13., eds. Contemporary Diama: Eleven Plays.
13aphael, D. D. The Paradox of Tragedy.
'/ Shipley, joseph T.; ed. Guide to Great Plays.
Weales, Gerald. American Drama Since World War H.
,

-Background Study,'

Research the life of ,Arthur Miller and his earlier works: The Man Who Had All the Luck,
Focus, and All My Sons.

Review the Aristotelian definition of t r('gedy.
Review the basic types of dramatic presentation: realism, naturalism, and expressionism.

47
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Ideas for Development

"A melody, is heard, played upon a flute. It is small and fine, telling of grass and trees and the

horizon." How does the flute melody complement the state of mind of Miller's principal
character?

How is Willy Loman's statement concerning his home, "You finally own it, and there's nobody
to live in it," basic to the theme assigned to the play byJoseph T. Shipley, that is, ". . a
Searing indictment of the American way of life"?1

Why is a purely ipsyChiatrie or purely sociological view of life inconsistent with the traditional
f
interpretation 'of tragedy?
In the essay "Tragedy of the Common Man," Miller says that tragedy exists when one is in the
presence of a character who is prepared to die to achieve or to maintain his sense of dignity.
The tragedy has its roots in the character's underlying fear of displacement from the chosen
. image of what he is.2 What is Willy's chosen image, and how does his attempt to maintain it
qualify as the struggle of a tragic hero?

Is the end of Miller's play optimistic or pessimistic ? Justify answers on the basis of previous
understandings of the purpose of tragedy.
Explain Willy's conflict with Biff in the light of Willy's need for maintaining images.

Which character best illustrates the complex dramaturgy of Death of a Salesman?
.14

In ,what way has the character's sense;of valties become distorted by external pressures? By
internal Oessures?

Yf

There are three figures whom Willy might have chosen to follpw: his father, Ben, and Dave
Singlernan. Accotint for his inability to Pattern his life after any of them,3'
Does Biff's statement at the end of the Play"I know who I am, Kid"--Mean that he has in any
way. founsthirnself?

According to Miller's definition of tragedy, what is Willy's tragic flaw?
a

1Joseph T. Shipley, ed., Guide to Great Plays (Washington, DX.; Put he Affairs Press, 1956),
p;:430.
2Arthur Miller, "Tragedy of the Common Man," Theatre Arts, March, 1951, p. 48.
3Gerald Weales, American Drama. Since World War II (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,

,

72r/-
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What is the measurement of stature in the common man which corresponds to rank in
Aristotle's tragic hero?
,

How. might Willy's relationship with his son have been affected iiWilly had beeit able to lie to
himself with complete conviction?

Comment on the ideas that Miller, through Willy, is describing the failure of a way of life
4 's

which might have been successful if personified by a stronger or a weaker characttr. 1
0

Slaggested Activities

Write a brief analysis and criticism of Willy's dream.

Study and explain to the class the functioning of Jo Meliziner's expressionistic set for the'
original production of Death of a Salesman.
Conduct a class discussion of Mfrs difficulty in finding himself.

Compare the final acts of Death of a Salesman and Kingsley's Detective Story (in A
Modern Repertory) as each relates to Miller's view of tragedy,

Listen to the recording of Arthur Miller's reading from the play; discuss the, effectiveness
of his oral interpretation.
Rewrite one act as a radio drama for recording.

grganize aiisc,ussion of "What is the American concept of success?"

6

.1Frank Magill, ed., Masterpieces of World Literature in Digest Form (3d series; New York:
Harper. & Row`Publishers, Inc., 1960), p. 225.
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Behavior

bjedtives

After re4iewirig Thomas Hardy's biography and .literarY-career" and reading The Return of the
Native, the student will explain in class discussion how the theme of The Return of theiArativel
reflects, Hardy as a link between-the modern era and Vi,ctorian times,
4/

o

Having reviewed the characteristics of naturalism' in literature, the student will point out
passages in The 'Return. of the Native which illustrate a naturalistic interpretation of man's
relationship to nature.

After reviewing elements of Greek drama (e.g., ihehbrus, the five-part structure, t 6 unities),
the student will find and describe similai elements in The fleturn- of the Native.
\
After examining Hardy'S description of the environment in The Return. of the Native, the
....
student will .cite ways in which the setting assumes attributes of a character.

Given informatioti about Hardy's cosmic view of life and hiS. liteiary style,' the student
will
.,,,
write a paper analyzing the ways in which The Return..of the Native reflects this view.
.

book
Hardy, Thomas. The Return Of the Native.

Other: Sources

Allen Walter: The English Novel.'
Beach, Joseph W. The .Tec4mitities of Thdmas Hardy.
Guerrand, Albert. Thomas Hardy,:the Novels and the Stories.
McCullough, Bruce. ReOresentativt English Novelists: Defoe to'Conrad.
Wagenknecht, Edward,. Cavalcade of the English Novel.
Webster, Carl J: Hardy of Wessex.
Webster,'Harvey C. On .a Darkling Plain.
Background Study

Research the life of Thomas Hardy to understand his interest in Greek, theology, *anti
-architecture.

Investigate the Gunpowder Plot and Guy Fawkes Day,
Discuss the Druidical rites of early England.

,..--

Ut,

In the dramatic structure of the novel, chapter' I serves as a wologue; pOint by point, what
does Hardy establish in this chapter to support this Atatement?
fi

.

r.

, What is Hardy's pufpose in chapter 7? is this accomplished? In what respects?
Cite examples of Hardy's usc_of Diggory Venn as ,the dells ex'machina of,the:novel.
aI

What influences does the '14th have on human destiny"?' Consider 'each of the Major charadters
and his reactions to the setting.
1

'Why does Diggory Venres trade set him apart fronifthe other characters? DoeS this have
modern -day implications?
1

Hardy intended Clym to represent Modern lan; does he- succeed ?.

What superstitious practiee Are mettioned in.the'noveri What do these Contribute?

What part d'o dreams' pray in therevelation of chatacter or as symbols of certain
Mind?'

.

*lc passages in which Hardy uses 'descriPtion. filled/ With'poetic beanty and powe?i note
examples of imagery.

Cite examples lHardy's artistry in the use of color:
,)

ti

Consider' the -he ath folk-as group; 'what does the group contribtite rto t
each contribute to plot devekipriient?
4
4

The plot ..of the novel is o bleaill constructed that itblueprinlijrestify this statement.°
Should, Hardy have
'
afkr. Book
"I riled
a his novel
place?

Itt?

Was it a sacrifice,to the gads of the mancet

t
A

/

ExPlain why Hardy could not be tepn4d a "regionist."
Is Eustacia the tragic heroine HardY intended?

(

0

.
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Discuss Hardy's concept of good and evil; refer to "the following passage:

The world, as pictured by Hardy, is, at place of digaster where sinister powers are at work

to thwart man. It is not a place of jtist 'punishments or just rewards. Evil turns up
repeatedly, but man Is not to blame. The evil outside man, in Hardy's view, is greater than
the evil in man. Conversely, the good which is within man is greater than the good outside
him. The result of such a division is that a conflict arises between the good 'In man and
the evil in nature. Man is too good. for the world, which, having fathered him, is blind to
hiS superior qualities and will have none, of them.'
Suggested Activities

So 'e critics have called Hardy a pessimist; others disagre Ifili;e-a.round table
defe ding both points of Vie*,
J.,

"

cus 'ow

1"1

s been suggested that only Rembrandt would have $6
'to e scene where
)169'
throw (-dice for gold pieces in
e and
PO of glowworms. Have a 0
t Interested in art justify this statement, Uling &pecific exthnples ofRembrandes art 't
ardy's descriptive passages4.

'

are sicThain chatabters b6.16ming

the ,main aclion; each is

't ngular relatamship with two of 'the otters. Make a chart
a bags for divussing the cohesivenesg of We

'

believes in fate as a ma.lign influence insthe affairs'of man and that man is the )sole,.

Hard
)

moral forpe in the-universe; list examples of his use ofcoincidenceto'substaritiate thy
statement.
-

"*Clyin poses; a plovqcative question: "Mother, what is doing. well?'
Answer this question in-terms of today's society.
0

See text,
"

Recall the definition at,allysion,; apply. thig to Hardy's clasgical allusions, using the
following:

Vale of Tempe
Thule

Artemis

.

Turbaria.
4Mdenades
:Firomethean

*lupus

Athena
4

)

Hera
Pheidias
Oedipus
Scyllaeo-Charyixlean

-MePhistophellan,
,

1Bruce McCullough, Representative English Novelists: Defoe'to Conrad (New York: Harper &

'S

Rovv,Publishers,

.
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aterial, find examples-4)f the tremendous influende of

With the use of background
Shakespeare on Hardy.

Read Hardy's poetry -and "Tony icytes,' the Archdeceivee! to appraise Hardy's ability in
,other genres.
1

sp dal emphases on'
Participate in a panel discussione he classjq anold of4h novel
adherence to lie Unities, classical anus ns, and e creek chorus
s all points should
qualities of the hb th folk. This will requir6 considerable preparati
be substantiate

4

Using many of the ideas brought ou in c scussion during the unit,. write a culminating
major paper on one of the following topics:
Egdon Heath: Antagonist
Eustacia Vye: Tragic Heroine
The Heath Folk
.

Hardy's Tragic View

Vocabulary

'

f.

anomalous
ascetic

fUrze

banns
barrow

Ishmaelitishz,

besonv

chwpaign
ephemeral

eremite;
evanescent

fetichistic'

heath-croppers

,

mummers'
perfervid
tieddle
tumulus '
iurveS'`
vicinal
weir

'-

-

.
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INTROSPECTIVE MAN;

Heart of Darkness and the Seci.et Sharer

Behavioral Objectiy s
w

F

.;,IrS0:4.

,

r
-- o $i-

,,
,_.

0 '14i4la 'fit1'%:t ;,1" ''

' ' After, rea

,_

- ..

i
."

1.-

,

AI

*4.$.
1

i';'

...;

0-.
411

.,

4

ti

,

1r

Heart" 0 varkAeas andtor The Sectiet Sharer, the gtudent Will., list the
g ..teart:

:characters tics which beqt describe Jqlseph Conrad's'image of the introspective man..
.

,

.

...

.

.

.

Aftef reading Albert Glierard''s; introduction to the textbook, the student *11 show in chart
foiiniorin a paper the archetypal pattern "night journey" rotund ire either 'Heart of Darkness or
The Secret S,harer

.

,*

,

.

,.

After leviewmg ,the, chafactetistioi of existential

an , the

st dent will identify these

characteristics in the protagonist of Hear of Dar ess and/or e Secret Sharer, and, in
discussion or in- a paper, will infer liowle prOtag is(t does or can solVe his problem of solation.

-

,

..

extbook
Conrad, Joseph. Heart of Darkness and ThecSecret Sharer.
Note: teachers may choose to teach either brie or, both, of fhe novels.)

/,
$

.

Bancroft, 'Willi* Wallace. JosePh Conrad: His Philosophy of tile.
Davis, O. B. Fo4r ,English Novels: Teacher's Manual.
d SttidY

-

child Joseph .C6nrad left Poland in itshour
on his witing?
'Research the philosoph3 of Coniad as it is reflected i

is works.

4,

Pi

, J.

.

.

Conrad uses the sea-to syopoIize the `cosmos ,(the everything' in ally; what oIhe
'
-;
used the sea as the,Setting4r man's sontest with life? ...
,..--.,..,
.
..

11.

uthors have .

....
...-

.i*Secrei Sharer is blsed'upop a true incident of the sea; read 'the account of this incident
presented by 0.jit Davis.'
_
1

Ideas for Development

Read the opening paragraph from the standpoint of description of the captain rather than of
the setting. Conrad useahature to parallel his ?haracters and events.

.

The captain is alone wheivthe discovers the "corpse," and no one ever sees the 'secret sharer."
What other indications does Conra.1 give that Leggatt is not a separate character but another.
side of the captairaimself? (See "Introduction" to text, pp. 745.)
`,4

s
ain words and phrases (e.,
How does Conrad set the captahw-art from all others bk using certain
0
the frequent use of alone; secret,-stranger, and knowledge)?
r

.

In Heart Of Darkness Con

says, "Droll tiling life isthat mysterious ,arrangement of

merciless logic for a futile purpose. Tjr..4- 0,01 you can hope from it is some knowledge of
--'rou-iselfthat comes too late--a crop of unextinguishable regrets." (See test, p. 148.) Does the
captain's self-knowledge come tocciate? Inttire last paragraph of The Secret Sharer, the captain
has saved his ship, and he says that ".. , on the very edge of darkness ... I was in time to
.catch 'an evanescent glimpse of my white hat. left behind to mark the spot whet; the secret
sharer of my, cabin and of my thoughts, as though hp were my second self, had lowered himself
int8 the water to 'take hii punishment: a free man, a proud swimmer striking out for a new
destiny." (See text, p.
Conrad does not allow other men (the captain of, the Sephora) to pass judgment on Leggatt.
spiritless tenacity was his main- characteristic. . ." (See
He describes the captain:

text, p. 39.) Conrad stated the-,same, idea of the inability of men,-.to judge each other,

in, a letter to Edward Nobel. "Everyone must walk in the li ht `)t his own heart'i
creed from beginning
gospel. Ng man's light is good' o any-.,of his fellows. That's
to end. That's my view of life - -a' 'e that, rejects 'all formula , dbgmas, and 'principles
of other people's making; These are a web -of, illusions. We are too varied. Another
man's truth is only a dismal lie to 'me "2 Disc6ss 'Gonrad's idea of justice and

compare it to Dreiser's in An American Tra,ge,dy.

f

10. B. Davis, ed., Four English Novels (Teacher's Manual, New York Harcourt, Brace & Co.,
1960), pp. 22-23,
2William Wallace Bancroft, Joseph Conrad: His Philt5sdpfty of rifelNew York: Haskell House
Publishers, Inc., 1969), p. i.
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Discuss the impottance of .the captain's introspectilie statement,,`,` . I vgondered
hp* farr.4
-should turn -out )4ithrullo that ideal, conc;eption cot' one's'. own' eriorialietk eve
sets up
-:

..

.for,;himselfiticreilk.''TSee teg '', p. 21.)

.

'

Compare The Secret. Sharer

ith "The Beast in the Jungle:" Marcher is a man who does not
achieve self-knowledge until/ft is too lade: his: ther self, the best, springs and destroys him
before he discovers it How do Conrad and James project their concepts of the necessity of
man's concerning hiniself with others for his own fulfillment?
How has/the personality of the captain changed in relation to his ship and crew by the end of
the book? Notice how he is so apart from them thrbugliout the story and at the end he exults,'
. no one In the world should stand now between us, throwing a shadow on the way of

silent IZnowledge and mute affection, the perfect communion of a seaman with his first *.
command." (See text, p. 61;) This is in contrast to one of his earlier 'reveries of ". . . the ship
which I knewnothing, manned by men of whom I knew very little more." (See text, p
How does this relate man's need of contact with his fellow man, even though Conrad speaks
so often of the ptain's b ing . one? Discuss the importance of man's understanding hintself*
before he can become a valuable pa
nunanity.
fscuds the idea that many authors ap ,ear to arrive at truths of life while the main character is
blivious of the fSt,that he hag achieved a' truth; relate this to personal experiences in which
o e has come to certain realizations without ever putting them into concrete- terms or being aware of exactly when he came to these understandings.

Read The'Sea Dreamer by.Gerard Tean-Aubry prior to the study of The-,Secret Sharer and

present a report, panel, or discussion on Conrad's ljfe and works as they relate to The
wet Sharer.
1..
I
tolt?
N."

-RevieVir Moby Dick and The Old Man and the Sea and draw parallels t)etween these and.
The Secret Sharer 'regarding the presentation of the sea and man's obsession or quest for
what he feels he must do.
,

Read the-novel Lord Jim, the novel Heart of Darknei, or the short story "The. Lagbon,"
Look for Corixad's consistency' in These works in portraying man's need for
s If-knowledge and his need for his f low, man:
-..
,
,
-

,

INTROSPECTIVE MAN;`

Crime and Punishment
Behavioral Objgctives
r

\

_After research into Dostoyevsky's life and his philosophy, the student will trace in class
discussion their relationships to Crime and Punishment.

Having reviewed the superman theories of Nietzche and of Hegel, thes studentwill write an
in -depth paper analyzing Raskolnikov as Dostoyevsky's "extraordinary, man."

After reexamination_ of the novel, the student will arrive at generalizatrons through class
discussion as to Raskolnikovlmotives in committing the clime.

Using independent study on dream psychology, the student will write a paper on the
importance and, functions of dreams within' the novel.

.

After, listening to oral reports on thetLeopold-Loeb cage in 1924, the student will participate in
a panel discussion to compare /contrast the R.askolnikov crime with that of Leopold-Loeb in

the light of the beliefs of the involved individuals 'concerning the rights
of the stiperior
4
After reconsideration. of Vautrin's role in Pyre Goriot?the student will write a paper of
.comparison/contrast of Vautrin with Svidrigailby.

After studying The novel,. Crime and Punishment, the student will debate the strengths andh\
weaknessee of,the "Epilogue."
r--/

After participating in the reading and discussion of Crime and Punishment,, the student will
write a response ,to' one essay-test question, such as "What, insights of early nineteenth century
Russian society are provided through the reading of Crime and Punishment?" or "What is the
importance of pligion in the novel?"
Textbook
Dostoyevsky, Fyoclor. Crime and Punisyment.

Other Sources'
Beach, Jo eph Warren. The Twentieth. Century
Levin, Me er. Compulsion.
---111-pra- -I
D. ;The Paradox of Tragedy.

I
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.I3ackground Study
.

Revew.NietzSche's god-man 'theme.

Study Dostonovsky's moral philosophy in The Twentieth Century Novel.
Research Dostoyevsky's early life and the relation of-his life to his, works.
Research Dostoyevsky's life in p

Study the hypothesesobf critics aljout the possible effect of Dostoyevsky's epileptic conditio
on his wilting.
Ideas for Development

Why does Raskolnikov, Twit "kind of enjoyment" in self-torture?
Discuss Ra§kolnikov's statement ": . . that a man who is condemned to death, rather than take
death, would chook to live on some high rock, on a narrow le8ge in everlasting darkness for
eternity Only to live . . Ate! whatever it may be,"
,-1,

.

.

Follow the progression of the variopi states of mind of Raskolnikov through the nine days ,
involving the preparation of the crime aid the six days leading to the confession and surrender.
Explain the psychological overtones of Raskolnikov's dream of the murdered mare.

Svidrigailov is not directly involved in the pl ; what part then does he play in the authors
overall intention?.
Discuss the cruelties and miseries that Dostoyevsky Presents in human nature.
7

Discuss Raskolnikov's reasons for his loathing of everyone after he has committed his crime.

.

What reasons can be found for Raskolnikov's attraction for Sonia?
Suggested Activities

Compare the techniques used by Dostoyevsky in the creation of atmosphere with those
of Poe in "The Fall of the House of Usher:"
Compare Raskolnikov's motive for his crime with the famous Leopold-Loeb case in 1924.,

Compare the two crimes in the light of the beliefs of the involved individuals concerning
the rights of the superior intellect-.
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Explain and then refute or defend Raskolnikov's "theory of the extraordinary man."

Dostoyevsky ends his book with ".

.

that might be the subject for a new story." In a

brief sequel, tell what, might lie ahead in the future for Ra;kolnikov and Sonia....
Read and discuss Freud's analysis of Dostoyevsky.
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INTROSPECTIVE MAN

The Love Song of .1.-Alfred Prufrock

Behavioral Objectives

.After reviewing the definition of stream-of-consciousness technique, the student will select
examples of this literary device in The Love Song of J, Alfred Prufrock and explain how the
chosen examples convey psychological relationships rather than logical ones.

After rereading Eliot's poem The Hollow Men, the student will compare its piesentation of
modern man with that of The Love Song pf, J.- Alfred Prufrock, 'citing examples which
illustrate twentieth century man's physical and spiritual impotency and his role as a victim of
social rituals and trivialities.

After reviewing the characteristic's of an intrOspective man, the student will point out at leagt
Six figures of speech which create the texture andintrospective tone of The Love Song of J.
'Alfred Prufrock.
Given information about 'Eliot's use of literary allusions, the student will locate and explain at
least three allusions in The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock and/or The Hollow Men.
,

Textbook
Perrine, Laurence: Sound and Sense: An Iniroduction to Poetry. 3d ed.
Other Sources

Drew, Eliiabeth. T. S. Eliot: The Design of His Poetry.
.1
Headings, Philip R. T S. Eliot.
Inglis, Rewey Belle, and Spear, Josephine. Adventures in English Literature. Olympic
edition.
Kenner, Hugh. The Invisible Poet: T S Eliat,
Langbaum, Robert. The Poetry Experience: The Dramatic Monologue in Modern Literary
Tradition.

Trilling, Lionel. The Experien6e. f Literature: Poetry.
Commission on English. 12,000 ludents and Their English Teachers:,
Unger; Leonard, ed. T. S. Eliot: Sekcted Critique.
Williamson, George A. Reader's Gu
T. S. Eliot: A Poem-by-Poem Analysis.
n

444
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Background 'Study

Research. the story in .Dante's Inferno,, Canto VII, from which comes the poem's eliigraph,
whose translation. is as follows:

If I believed that my reply might be to a person who would ever return to the world, this
flame would qiiiver no more; but, inasmuch as no living man ever returns from this depth,
if what I hear is true, without fear of infamy, I answer you.
Read "To His Coy Mistressv by 4rtdrevvIdarvell, a seventeenth century English poet. See p. 77

of Sound and Sense: An Introduction to Poetry and p, 27 of The Experience of Literature:
Poetry.

Iteview the Biblical stories of John the Baptist in Matthew 14: 1-11 and of Lazarus in
Luke 16: 19-31 or in John 11: 1.44,
Read Eliot's "The Hollow Men." (See p. 649 of Adventure% in English Literature,)
Ideas fbr Development

Consider the,49uestions for Discussion" and 'Writing Assignments" offered in the poetry
teaching unit of 12,000 Students and their English. Teachers, pp. 171-176.

Discuss the questions offered on pp. 286-287 in Sound and Sense: An Introduction to Poetry,

What kind of society has trapped Prufrock, making him indedisive and inactive? How does
Eliot use rdinary objects and activities to convey this?'
111

e evening . . . like a patient etherized upon a table;" not
The first simile of the poem, ".
only sets the poem's mood but also reflects the nature of Prufrock's dil mma. In what ways do
other figures of speech in the poem expand on this motif.

Trace Eliot's use of the water irriagery.as a death- rebirth archetype.
4

How does the "mermaid" imagery, used as a symbol of the imaginativeworld, fit into Eliot's
dying world? Is art a source of hopeibr modern mar4? In what ways?
AS

Compare the two worlds depicted in the poem, the "outside" world of "eert "n half-desert,edstreets" and the "inside" world of "the cups, the marmalade, the tea."
One of Prufrock's dilemmas is his inability.to separate appearance (dr his fantasy o 1d) from
that of reality; how does Eliot illustrate this?
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Suggested Activities

Using Eliot's poem, "The Hollow Men," write a paper or discuss how the "hollow mean"
foreshadows the birth of a Prufrock.

In a written composition, examine the use of literary devices in "The Hollow Men',"
comparing it with that found in Prufrock.
Listen to Eliot's recording of both.pOems.

Write a paper, examining Prufrock as an ideal modern tragic figure or as a pathetic hero;
use Arthur Miller's definition of a moderntragic hero,

After reading Andrew Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress," write a paper or give an oral
presentation, comparing the poem's speaker with Prufrock. How does each pursue his
lover? What kind of relationship exists in each situation? How does each character see
himself in terms of his world.

Identify other Prufrocks in the worlds of,politics;of religion, and of the youth cult.

4

INTROSPECTIVE MAN

Man and Superman
.

Behavioral Objectives

After reading the "Preface" to Man aKd Superman, the st dent Will state the reasons for
Shait's determination to write a different kind of Don Juan' d ama, citingspecific passages to
substantiate this interpretation.

.

From research on the Spanish Don Juan Tenorio, the student will explain, through class
discussion, similarities between the Shavian and Spanish dramas:

and IV), the student ,will explore in a paper the uses of

After reading the comedy (Acts I,

character stereotypes as effective 'Vehicles for satire.

After research -on the Fabian SOciety and Shaw's rolcas one of its leaders, the student will
moderate or partidipate in a class discussion on 'Tanner': theidoctrinaire socialist, as revealed in
the comedy and "The Rey ol tionist's Handbook."

From reading Act III, the 'Don Juan Intermezzo," the student: will participate in, a panel'
discussion of the respectivephilosOphies of .the Devil and/on Juan, with speCial emphasis on
their present-clay implications.'

4 After reexamination of all four acts of Man and Superman, he student will analyze in a paper
the relationships between the trivial comedy and the philosop cal' convergation.
,

fter class discussibn exploring the similarities and Offerences betweeh Dostoyevskyts
give specific examples of
traordifiary man" and' the Shavian "superman," the student
arities and/or differences.

After s dying examples of tragedy and comedy; the student will write an in-vlass essay based
,
on this'sta ement: "Comedy is as se_ rious-as tragedy; it frequently has 4serious rpose. $,
(

Textbook

,
Shaw, George Berfiar

Selected Plays; of George Bernard SIidw.

Other Sources
Barnet, Sylvan; Berman, Morton; and Burto, William, eds. Eight Great Comedies.
Block, Haskell, and Shedd, Robert, eds. Masters of Modern Drama,
Gassner 'John. Masters of the Drama.
Magill, Frank, ed. Masteipieces of Wdrld Literature in Dijest Form: 3d series.

.
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Backgourid Study
ti Research the society of Victorian England that preceded the. age
Study Shaw's life.

which Shaw DaT
-T

.

4',

Research Shaw'; activities in the Fabian Society,
Ideas. for,Development

Shaw was,aVember of the Fabian Society, a socialist group *filch "hoped to revolutionize the
political economy of England by appeals to reason." (See' text "Introduetion," p. ix.) ThisiS

one of,the fundamentals of his career as a playwright. What influences of this group are
apparent in Man and Superman?

Expi re the two means 1

which the

me is developedthe trivial, hilarious plot and the
/

philo ophical conversation.
d

Much i sight into Shaw's plays can-be gained from hig suhtist

;Man and Superman is subtitled

A Com dy and a Philosophy. 'Considering Shaw's theOr
significa t subtitle?

on drama, why, is this a most

.0

"Ann herself is as engaging a herdine as any in-Shaw's plays. AnIncorrigible liar, an inveterate
hyp6crite, she is charming because she is thoroughly female. " Discuss Ann as.a vehicle used'''.
by Shaw to personify a Life Porce in action.
00Discuss Tanner's statement: "We live in an atmosphere about us; ashamed of ourselves, of our

relatives, of our incomes, of our accents, of ouropinions, of our experience, fast as we are
ashamed of our naked skins." ! (Sed text, p. 272)

Discuss Octavius, Tanney, and Ann as the Romanlicist, the Idealist, and the Reglist,
respectivelY4,

01

4

Consider Hector Malone as. Shaw's prototYpe. of the American mind and manner.

Judging from Shitw's exposition on ,the pauper, 'what apparently, 4tathiehisvievis on
unemployMent compensation, pennons, governmental aid, and Nvar On poverty?
4,

it

1Frank Magill, ed., Masterpieces of Worlii.Literature in Digest
624. ,
Harper & Row Publishers, Inc
2/bid., p. 626,

ihr
1 series; New,,YO,rk:

Discuss Mendoza's statement: "Abnormal professions; attract two classes: Those who are not
enough for ordinary bourgeois life and those who,are too good for, it: -.(See text, p. 328,)
Compare Shaw 5 ideas n Heaven asa self-reahzation to those of Nickles in J. B. bx.Arehfbald
n

MacLeish.

Compare Don Jhan's thoughtson contemplating life wit
What are Shaw's views on the hypocrisy of human, na
.

r

Discuss Shaw's unorthodox views on ,Healen:and lien` in compaTisou wit Da.pte's ,and
Milton's.

Justify pi refute the assertion that he end of the play is an unhappy, one fOr Shawin view of
his'phifosophy:1

-

'

ConsiBer paw'p concept of tile forces o
traditional religious doctrines.
Discuss the credibility of Shaw's view of the `,tbattle of thB..sexes."
,

What type piperson'is Sha've's Supermarl?,

How does Shaviari comedy differ froni'most other comedy?
Suggested Activiiies

Read other plays, by %haw and Present in' a panel iscussion the vario
t

philosophy.

facets .of his

,. \Write a caper defending or attacking one of Shaw's basic concepts.

Listen to the recording, Don Juan in Hell.

625.

'

-

ight Great Comedies, ed by Sylvan Barntf, Morton
2 "Introduction- to Arms and the
Berman, and William Burtc: (New York: Ndw American,LiBrary, l95B), p. 389.
4

65
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Having acquired information through
research and/or lectures about the philosoPhic and social
.
background of the romantic movement in England and its 5eationship with the revolutionary
spirit of other, countries, the 'student Will identify end explain two or more examples of social
11..spiiituaLissues, undef protest as described in selectect/PAmsby rornantic poets.
,

After. stieflying selected works of Wordsworth; Coleridge, Lord Byron, Shelley and Keats, the
student will cite lines from the poems that illustrate the romantic view of man's nature and the
romantic view of Beauty. .

After eviewing the elements of poet e,g,..; tone, imagery, rhythm), the student will cite
examples of each from selected poem by romantic poets.
Textbook
Frost, William, ed. Romantic and Vic0rian Poetry.

,

'Other Sources \'
\
Daiches, David. 4 Critical History of English Literatur . Cilympi edition.
Inglis, Rewey Belle, and Spear, Josep*e. Adventure in Englisk Literature. Olympic
I.,
edition.'
Marchand, Leslie A., ed. The Selected Poetry of Lor Byron,'
I

,

.

.

Background. Study

Re'search the influenice of Kant and Spinoza on Wordsworth.

,

Present the basid qualities Of the romantic movement: praise of the common man, return to
.
nature.

Explore briefly the history of the tithes

ngland, Francey And Germany) which led to this

movement.
Read the introdUbtion to LyriCal Ballads b

Prior to the study of each poet, pre
work and to the romantic period.
Review the pagerns of poetry.

ordsworth and Coleridge.

a background of the poet's life as it pertains to his

\ Ideas for Development.

"Ft Wordsworth
Discuss Wordsworth's influence on the languag of the romantics.

What. change is evident in Wordsworth's writing as,he matures? Compare "To a Skylark"
(1805) and "To a Skylark" (1825); "Lines Composed\ a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey"
(1798)'and "Intimations of Immortality" (1807).
Compare Emerson's essay "Nature" with Wordsworthls v eWs of nattire-as a source of wi'sdom,
and balance in "The Tables Turned" and "The World Is T o Much with tis."

Wordsworth believed that a poem should be written in retrospect. What eVidence of this-belief
`does his poetry manifest?
Samitel Taylor Coleridge

Coleridge adds the supernatural to t e r antic movement. In "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner," how does the author integrate t supernatural and the Chrigtian elements?-What
similarities exist between the death of Chris and that of the Albatross?

How does this poem compare with the Anglo-Saxon classic "The Seafarer" in allitetation, in
contrast of youth and age, and in the integration of the ChriStian God and unlea4ed nature?

Ti appreciate further Coleridge's beauty of sound andAlis rich sense of iinaginationo read
"Chtistaber "i orally.

Selet lines, from "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" 'and "Kubla Khan" which exemplify
Coleridge's vivid description as well as 11.3's ability to create definite moods and emotions:)
-

,

,

Where does,.the climax of, "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" occur?
-,

George Gordon, Lord Byron

...

..
. 6'

The Byronic hero usually appeals to the romantic spirit of most readers. Notice his chahge
from the nielanchol ly, clfepresseci prisoner of "the Prisoner of Chiffon", to the 14h-spirited,
undefeated Don Juan lb Don Juan, "Canto I." HOW does thiaisdoniprison reflect what
imprisonment can do to man as it deprives him of his natural elements?.
:

.../

Critics have acclainied "The Prisoner of Chiffon" as the
best of Byron's non-satiric ;Works.; .
.
Follow this careful development of this poem front the opening where, he sets his stage with the
imprisonment
and death, and th
'tiara,:
sacrifice for freedom, the contrast between
.
'rd
sery
fa.
the
prisoner
and to
freedom.
What
effect
or
pur4ose
does
the
over die spirit
\
..k
the reader?
.
.,

,.

4,

',Read qApos,trophe to the Ocean." Row do s man measure up to the personification of poWer
and freedom which Byron has created?,

.
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Compare- "Apostrophe to the Ocean," Ii -Wluch:Byron places the central stress upon nature, to risoner of Chinon," in which man is the main character. In what ways_is Byron consistent in
his a s trayal of the contrast between man and nature and of his belief in freedom?
-.0

t Byron is at his best vvhen writing satire. What faCtors in his nature would prove
Critics say
him well suited this medium?
0.

In Dont Juan, "Canto I ' what does Byron satirize?

There are two division's of the romantic period' Wordsworth and Coleridge repre t the first
d&isiOn, and Byrd,, Shelley, and Keats repres nt the second. How does'Don Juan re eat this
distinct separation?
<,

Is Byron being facetious or sincere in h. treatment of Dona Julia's final letter to Juan.
Support arguinents.
Percy Bysshe Shelley

,

Read "To a Skylark," "Ode to. the West Wind," a :"The Cloud." Notice\relley's love of the
free spirits of nature.
Compare Shelley's ethere nature to Byron's powerful ocean. What position does man occupy
in relation to: nature in the oetry of ,Byron and' Shelley?

Select a verse ,fron"To, a kylark". that offers the best observation .of the petulant nafute of
man:

;

1

Study "Ode to the West Wind" as .an example of tella rima,

- What compuison does 'Shelley draw betweel himself and the wind in "Ode to

J

Wind''?

o these poems create a sense of freedom?
1,

'1

I

1

'

,
I

Shelley WAS so overcome with the death of his friend,Keats that he Wrote "Adonais" to express
his tfevoti3On'' has 'been, called the greatest English elegy. plscusS', the distinctive,,elements of
this pbein th have earned it this tribute.

In this poem f devotion, Shelley expresses bitterness. Toward what or -whom is it directed?
'Discuss the classical allusions in'"Adonais."

,

sidering "Adonais" and "OZYmandias," di cuss Shelley/§ conception of ,immortality.
are Shelley's'approach to this subject to that'of
vyorth.
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John. Keats

`On First Woking into Chapman's fidnier" expresses Keats' admittion for thiGreeks. What
other of his poems exiiress d'classic love of the timeless beauty which was an integral part. of
Grecian culthrd?

compare
Fears"'wit

sonnets "Bright Star! Would I Were. Steadfast As Thou Art" and "When i Have
akespeare's and Spenser'g sonnets..
1

1

How,does Keats differ from the o *her romantics in his approach to life and nature as expresteop
in his sonnets?

The last two lines of f`Ode on a Grecian Urn " have been cited as the philoSop
Discuss this definition of beauty:
y.
Discuss "Ode to a Nightingale" from the following standpoints: eternal beauty. introspective

manleath.
"The Eve or St. Agnes" is 'famous for its appeal to all of the sense§; find lines which are
partieularly. vivid, Coni:pare "The Eve of St. Agnes" to Coleridge's "Christabel" for their
atmosphere of romance and of the supernatural.
Suggested Activities

As a memorization exercise; select and memorize forlrecitation' appropriate lines from each of
the poets.
Present a short paper on ,the Byronic hero.

Listen to Tyrone Power's reading of "Dan Juan in Hell,'
Write a paper cOmparing tlie 'different p rtrayals of nature createcilby the romantic poets.

Listen to Vincent Price's recording of Shelley's poetry.

Read the legend of the Greek Adoniabd report on it to the class.
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APPENDIX

ORIENTATION TO THE ADVANCED PLACEMENT EXAMINATION

.,Througl analysind comparison of the Jefferson County Advance Program English curriculum and
the"gui elines 'set forth in the Advanced Placement Acorn Book, published by the College Entrance

Examin tibe Board, teachers of Adiiance English courses will discover important parallels of

,

philosO hy, programs, description of talented students, and suggested teaching techniques.°

Statistical studies since 1965 have proven that Jefferson County students perform 1,611 on the
national Advanced Placement Examination administered. each May Many graduating sgniors have
received actual credit at the colleges of their choice, have been accepted _for honors programs, and
have received placement and scholarthip aid as a result of this performance.
Success on the Advanced Placement test depends on the following:

Students must demonstrate skill in written expression, perception, sensitivity of conclusions,
incisiveness, organization of material, selection of suppIrting details, and specificity and logic
of argument
Students must show ability to compose, having hacliC epeated opportunities for in-class writing
or "pressure" writing.
.

t

students must derrionsttathability to think quia y, to conclude, and to. express their ideas in
written form.
Suggittions foiPreparation for the Examinatign
The various activities and ideas for development listed in all units in the four-Year sequential series
prepare students for the examination. The following teaching ,strategies supplement those
suggestions.

Go over past examination questions and have students respogd.
writing assignments using the Adv need Placement test-qhestion format in
ments.
conjunction with literature
De;,relop

Assign out-of-class

papers a d essay test questions similiar to those in End-of-Year

Examinations and in 12,00,0 St dents and Their Englis Teachers.

Direct discussions so as to e okp the same ki ds of response expected in written expression
(frequently, perception and s snsitivity can be a veloped\more effectively in discussion than kt
the writing of papers)..

70
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Assign a prodigious amount of writing. However. divide the ,class into groups to discuss and r
correct writings; encourage much revision in groups., avoiding the gpicling, of all papers
(discussion and revision are frequently more valuable than gilding).
Le, d students to evaluate their own criteria for writing in light of the standards sc't foirtAn i in
12,000 StudentS ancl Melt, English redelicys.
Suggested References

I 970.1 9772 Advanced Pincem'ent Pmgrain Course Deseriptions,,
ege Advanced PlareincnrPolicies: 1070.
1.:nd-of-Year 1.,.xatnination9in.Englishrvr (ollege-bound.StudehtsGrades 0-.12.

A Guide io the,Advanced PlacernentProgron:
-

12.000 StUdentS awl Their Englisrli TeacheK
ib
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NONPRINT MEDIA

Recordings

r.

..

Death of a Salesmitn and The Crucible. Read by Arthur Mifler. Spoken Axts, n.d.

cp.

Don Juan in Hell. Read by Charles Boyer, .Sir Cedric Hardwicke Charles Laughton, and Agnes
Moorehead. Columbia RecOrds, n.d. 2 records.

Eliot, T. S. "The. Love Song of 3. Alfred Prufrock," T S. Eliot Reading' Poems and Choruses.
caedmon, n.d.
Shelley,'Percy Bysshe. Poetry. Read by,Vincent Price. Caednion,
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AbVANCE PROGRAMENGLISH 593
PROTESTING MAN'

Course Description

1.

'English 593 develops the course theme Of the will of "protesting man" -to test his .moral
effectiveness in an immoral 'World. The course includes study of selected works by Jtyce,
Ibsen, Ellison, and several major black poets; Studies in mass media demonstrate the types and
tools of contemporary protest, using current materials from newspapers, television, movies,.
and magazines.
Prerequisite

English'591 and 592; eligibility f9r Advance Program and /or teacher recommendation

Suggested Time Schedule
.

2 weeks
1 week

APortraitof the Artist as a Young Mail.
An Enemy of the People
The Short Story
4,`The Lament"
"The Verger"
"The Necklace"

2'Weeks

vvar,,

"In the. Penal .C9164"
/Black Prose and Poetry
Man
A
In

2 weeks.
3 weeks
2 weeks

Mass Media Studies

General Objectives

Reads selected works of Joyce, Ibsen, and Ellison ,along with the poetry of several major black
poets in order to understand the course,theme of the will of "protesting man" t45 test his moral°
effectiveness in an immoral wirld.

Judges the types and tools of contemporary protest in current materials from newspapers,
television, movies, and magazines.

\

-
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behaVioral Objectives
,

Given the quota n from The English Novel: Form an Function, regarding the relationship
between art and autobiogiaphy, the student will write 4 brief essay presenting two or more
reasons the autobiographical novel is an effective vehicle\ fOr showing the deyelopment of the
introspective man as an artist.

'

After studying A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the student, by reference to specific

passages or statements from the novel, will state at leas Anson for Stephen's (Joyce's)
rejection of each of the following: family, church, and couOry,

After studying. A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man A an exa pie of the use of
autobiographical form for both reporting of life events and expressing an a tistic interpretation
own life, tol once as an objective
of one's life, the student will describe an experience in
report and then rewritten as a creative expression of an artist.

Given the'qubtation from The English'Novel: Form and Function, regarding the "epiphanies"
occurring in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the student will point out at least three
epiphanies in the novel and briefly describe the way in which each of the epiphanies changes.
Stephen's life.
t.

After listening to a 'student or teacher report on the.mythidal Daedalus and after studying A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the student will list ways in, which the main character
and the mythical figure can, be compared, considering-the aspects of .name, imprisonMent,
"
master craftsman, images of open sky and sea, flight, and escape.

After reading A Portrait of the Artist a Young Man', the ;tudent will orally define stream of
consciousness and compare Joyce'S' vise of this technique with that of an author previously
studied (e.g., Fatilkner).

Given the statement made by pr. Stockmann in .An Enemy of the People that ".

.

.

the

majority never has right on its side" and ". . the minority is always in the right," the student
Will write a paper applying this thesis to one or more contemporary situations or incidents
.

which he belieVes suPport or refute the thesis.
;..1

After studying An Enemy of the People, the student will participate as a' member of a panel or
debate team to-enumerate evidence for and against the thesis expressed by Ibsen that truth is
relative' to the realities or the individual,situation,

Given a definition of realism (e.g., fidelity in art and literature to;nature or to real life and to
accurate representation without idealization), the .student wjlYdetermine, by reference to
specific passages and. statements in the work, to what exten iialism js expressed in An Enemy
of the People.

7
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,,

After studying the sh rt stories in this unit, the student Will define the elements of the short
tlieme, characters,tone),
toneand Will.write a briefessay for each story,;
stories (i.e., plots setti
a
personal
judgment
as tq the predonint
elemerft(s) in the story.
rfri
stating and substantial
3..
'
,,,--/
After studying he short stories in this unit ?the student
will identify the point of view from
,
which each story is written (i.e., first person; third, person limited, thild person om
.' wil select one of the stories and rewrite
portiokrs of, it from a point 'of view other than that
___.>-./
,..,
--A.
used in the story; and wilt discuss the differences that the shift in poirit of view
make
----r-v
------

\

-,,

r

..14,.

,

,

",-

After studying the short stories, in this dnit, ,the student will identify tl'i-Sociat criticis
expressed/ in each short story and will name those-stories which specifically rely. on iro
satire to expre social criticism.
Chien examples ofldifferent artistic forms all expressinkprotest on the same theme (e.g.,
stor
the student4ill paiticipate.in a panel discussion evaluating the Rffettiveness of the
as a vehicle for protest as compared with other artistic forms (e.g., song lyr" s6ulptur
painting, novel, nonfiction, film).
Having studied selected blackprose and poetty,.the student will sh in a pre- and post-bourse
er awareness of the works of
comparative Biting (by the increased nurniber of entries) a
rtistit life of America.
black writers and the role these writers have played in t
otpst particularizedin such a way that' it has
Given the contention that the bladk write
no uriversality, the studexf will support refute this contention in a multiparagrafili 13 per,.
citing specific evidenceslrorri the works udied.
****,
Having discUSsed in class some of the distinguishable characteristics of black writings (e.g.; use

of dialect, rhythm, 'concrete figures rather than abstractions); the student' will identify
examples of these characteristics in the works studied and propose reasons for the-predominance of these charaAeristics among black writings.

After studying Invisible Man,,'

dent will write a one-paragraph definiti

,f invisibility as

s einstitutions Ellison criticizes and the way in
Ellison uses the term, and/Orally iden r
which they contribute to aking.the black man an "invisible imam"
,Given a definition

e isodic structure (e.g., events in a story that have no causal relationship

and are together bet se they happened in chronological order to a single character), the
student will identify the major portions of the novel (i.e., childh;od, the edncational
eiperience, the job the factory, the experience with the Brotherhood) and will write a paper
supporthig or, refutin the contention' that the structure of the novel is an episodic one

7
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of symbolism, the student Will
After studying Invisible Man and reviewing the definiti
enumerate in a discussio'n-the images representing light and daikness in the novel (e.g., the
iniages related to the paint faCtOry
episode).
.
-,.

.

(.

After studying Invisible Man, the student will 'locate and describe the 'dream,sequences in the
-'-nbvel and will write a xnultiparagraph analysis of the nightmare-world of reality and nonreality '.
whicemerges as a result 91 these sequene-4e> S;
,,..

-\

Using clash- developed criteria concerning qUalitikelich-rmake a book last' a hundred years, the
I
student Will participate in small group.disciission analyzing Inver Man in terms of these
criteria.
;
,

.

diven a definition ..of static atif cdriamiq *Characters (e.g., the static character is one W whom
things happen but within 'WV4i;thirigs remain the sante, whereas a dynamic character is one
who is modified by the actions through 'which he passes); the student will determine whether
:the main gliaracter is a `dynamic or static character and will lupport his judgment by citing a
-specific pasSage and/or statements: froth the novel.

After exathining forms of media in order to determine issues under protest, the student, will
compare in class disetission, themethods used to convey'the protest.
flavirig researched and /or read selected essays from the textbook about ,current censorship
standards applied' to the. media, the student will evaluate these standards ill oral discussion or
debate.
After choosing one of. the media, the student will research and report on the technical aspects
employed in the chosen medium.
.

.

Y

-

-

Having Studied, various forms of media, the student,, in small grpup discusgien will Contribute to
a list' of criteria for evaluating the media, ana will use these criteria in a written evaluation of a.
.
'
program or 'article from' t least two of Ce-rriedia.

.

,
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APaRTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN

Behavioral:Objectives.

Given the quotation front The English Novel: Form and function regarding the relationship
between art and autobiograpify. (see the second item 'tinder yleas for Development), the
student v(4411 wiite.a brief essay presenting two or more rea ons the autobiographical novel is an
effec sit. Jicle for showing'the development of the intros ective man as an artist.
'

mx

After studying A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, tIle studeni; by referefice to specifid
passages or statements from the novel, will state at least \ One reason for _Stephen's (Joyce's)
'rejection of eadh of the following:'family, church, and couti\tryi
,

.

n as an exhnple of the use of
After studying ,44 4Portrait of' the Artist 'a3 a .Yo'ung
autobiographical form-for both reporting of life events and expressing an artistic interpretation
of one's life, the student will ,cidscribe. an experience in his Own life; told once as an objectiire
report and,then rewritten as a creative expression of an artist. \
\
i

.

Given the quotation from. The English Novi Torm and Funct op, regarding the "epiphanies"
occurring in A' Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (see- t e eighth item under Ideai for
Development), the student will point out at least three epip, anies in the novel and briefly
describe the way in which each of the epiphanies changes,,Stephr's life.
.

After listening' to a student or teacher report on the mythical 'Daedalus and after studying A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Mari,. the -student will list walys in which the 'pain character
and the mythical' figure can be compared, 'considering the aSpects of name, imprisonment,
master craftsman, images of open sky and sea, flight,,and escape.
)

'After reading A Portrait of the Artist'as a YoUng Man, the sttiFlent will orally define stream of
1

consciousness and compare Joyce's use of this technique with that of an author previously
studied (e.g., P'ulkner),
i.

-Textbook
loyce, James. A Portrait 9f thl Artist as a Young Man.

c

%

Other S arces
Barzun, Jacqlues. Classic, Romantic and Modern.
Beach, Joseph Warren. Tile Twengeth Century
.1
Dalches, David. The Novel and the Modern World.,
Drew, Elizabeth, The Novel: A Modern Guide to Fifteen English Masterpiece's:
Grigson, Geoffrey, ed. Concise Encyclopedia of Modern World. Literature,
Heiney, Donald W. Esientials of Contemporary Literature,
ed. Forms of Modern Fiction.
O'Connor, William
Van Ghent, Dorothy. The English Novel: Form and Function,
e

a.

Background Study

Study the life of Joyce.

RcLearch the history: of Ireland from 1880 to 1914 to s
framework.
Study the techitiques of str6am-of-consciousness writing.

Ideas for Development.

.

Show how .loyce's life parallels Stqphen Dedalus! life in A Portrait of the Artist as
Man.

"Piscuss the following quotation in relation to the novel and elaboiate on the questions
concerning art enclosed within it:
Proust in A la' recherche, Gide in L-es Faux-Monnayeurs, and-Joyce in the Portrait have as
a central part of their concern the sanctions of art, a concern that can be;fOrmulated in
the questionS: what is art? what is the relationship between art and life? can one discover

the nature of reality through art? The coupling of autobiography with this 'concern is
natural enough; for the novelist is desperately` damn-lined to find a valid schematization
of the "real," one which will place his own function as artist in organic relationship with
the rest of life.'
Discuss: the reasons tor Stephen's rejection .,;of each of the following: family, bhurch, and
country.

'Dorothy Van Ghent, The English. Novel: Form and Function* (New-:14ork:.olt, Rinehart &
Winston, Inc:, 1953),P, 264.
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1

Trace through the novel how Stephen (Joyce) comes to the:conclusion that exile is a requisite

.

to his becoming an artist, note that he exclaims that he will. not serve all orthodoxy and
convention.

Oayid Daiches claims that A Portrait of the \Artist as a Young. Man k`can be j dged on three
levels: as a personal catharsis, as honest biography, and as art."1 Discuss thi novel on these
three! leyels.
I
I

A

Define and 'carefully analyze the yilIanelle, (See text, pro;.' 223-224.) Make a'closestudy of how

Saiihenthe artist produces this in his mind, (See text, .pp. 216444.) Correlate the thOUght,
imagery, and rhythms to Stephen's whole life.

.

Discuss the 'iit-inbolic significance of the name,Stepllen bedalus.
(

.

Connect his first name with the first Christian martyr,,St. Stephen. 4,

-

Point out the way in which the epigraph from bvid's Metanforphosm "And he gave up
his mind to obscure arts," first parallels Stephen's developrnent to that of the mytffical
Daedalus, Show how this myth is embodied within A _Portrait of the Artist as,a Young
Man. Pay-particular attention to the scene at the end of chapter IV in the textbook. Refer
to, the following in making a compariSon: etymology of name; imprisonment; tams of
escape; image of flight; image of open sky; image of open sea.

-

Analyze-the following quotation:

"Those moments in the dialectical process when a synthesis is achieved, when certain
phrases or sensations or cornplex experiences suddenly cohere in "a largey whole and a

m aning shines forth from the whole, Joycewho introduced the word into literary
cu pcycalled epiphanies. . . . Minor epiphanies mark all the stage; of Stephen's
u derstanding, . . Major epiphanies, occurring at the end of each chapter, mark the chief
revelations of the nature' of his environment and of his destiny in it The epiphany is en
image, sensu2usly, Apprehended and emotionally vibrant, which communicates
instantaneously the Leaning of experience."2 Find these major epiphanies and the foces
which thwart them in the beginning of each s'ubsequent chapter.

1David Daiches, The Novel. and the Modern World (Chi'cagO: Univers)y of Chicago Press,
1960), p.,101-.
2Van Ghent, 'Tiie EngliSh6 Novel, p. 268 .
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Analyze Stephen's (Joyce's) theory of art and the beauty art expresses. (See text, chapter V.)

How sloes his theory conform with or deviate from other standards of art? In Joyce's
discussion of forms in literature, he states: "The dramatic form is reached when the vitality
whit% his flowed and eddied round ach person fills every person with such vital force that he
cry
or she assumes a proper and intangible esthetic life. The personality of the artist, at fir
o
to
or ta cadence or a mood and then a fluid and lambent narrative, finally refines itself
*peak . The artist, like the God of the creation, remains within ,or behind or beyond or
above his handiwork, invisible,. refined out of existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails."
(See text,' p. 215.),Discuss whether Joyce was able to achieve this objective and impersonal
viewpointin writing this autobiographical novel.
,

.

Corriment.on the investigationlhat Stephen makes of -the importance of language to life and of

language's ~pertinence to his voc titan. CoMpare this to thr same investigation found in
Cervante's Don Quixote.

Analyze the technique of stream -of- consciousness writing empkiyed by Joyce; spay partic lar
'..-etttention td his use of the interidr monplogue; snow its derivation frOm and extension of the
0

subjective pdint of view found In the earn& novel, Stephen Hero; how .does this interior
monologue correspond with man's natural conscious wocese
Suggested Activities

Compare and contrast Joyce's conceptioh of 'hell and God's justice to Dante's conception
as set fOrtli in The Inferno.

Repar

)

the French sym olist movement; how does Joyce fit into this movement?

ComPare Stephen's estrangement from his family, tountry, and church to that of Hamlet.
.

Compare Joyce's
Hawthorne.

of symbolism throughout the,onovel to that of Conrad, James, or

frig ments fronflames Joyces,'Stephen Hera and show the parallels between this
Read
and A Potltrait of the Artist as'a Young Man.
Stephen "(Joyce) bps
compare these .tw
CornPare ar
Sharer.

,Theory of beauty in art-' on that of St. Thomas Aquinas;

contrast Steppe 'a search for. himself to the Captain's search in The Secret
.

t

Compare Joyce's use of the interior monologue to 4rowning's use of it in "My Last
rucbess."
Corripare Ilaskolnikoy's .extraordinary man theory (dime and Punishment)
co eptlisn of the artist as a suzerfor.being..-
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Contrast Raskolnikov's and Dedalus' feelings of innat isolation.
1

Write a description of a personal experience from two per
then as artistic expression. Compare the resulting essays wi
Joyce in writing artistic autobiography.

by

Preient panel discussions Comparing Joyce's use of stream-ofcoristiousneSs technique
with this technique as used by other authois in short stories that have been read outside
of ctass.

Vocabulary
1

acolyte
altruism 1
assiduous
-bovine

.

fetid

ibis
-icon
I

bursar.
chastible ,
ciborium
cowled
dais
dalmatie
denaries
desuetude
dewlaps
diffident
ejaculations
eplibd
esplanade
eugenics
Fenian

rictus'
salaamed
simooth

hoyden

smugging

imp 1pable
ins
tion
jaded

jetsam
kinetic
lambent
lobs .
moiety
noxiou
ohms

soutane
squalid
stasis.

plenipotentiary

stultified
sbbterfuge
superero ationsupralapsa
surd
surplices
thurible
trepidation
tryst
venal

'prbdigious,

vervain

ti

/

c

ozone .-/
pedagogue
..% pedantic

proparoxytone
heum

__viv.,id

wax
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AN ENEMY OF THE ?EOPLE

Behavioral Objectives

Given the statement made by Dr. Stockmann in A'n Enemy of the People that ". . the
majority never has right on its side" and "; . the minority is always,in the right," the student
will write a paper applying this thesis to one or More contemporary situations Or incidents
which he believes support or refute the thesis.

After stuaying.An Enemy of the Poople, the student will participate as a member of a panel or
debate team to enumerate evidence for and against the thesis expressed by Ibsen that truth is
'relative to the realities of the individualtituation.

Given a definition of realism (e.g., fidelity in art and literature to nature 9r to real-life and to
reference to
accurate. representation' without idealization), the student will determine,
d in An Enemy
specific passages and statements in the work, to what extent realism is expr
4
of the People.
Textbook
ibson, Henrik. An Enemy of the People.
Other Sources

Blankner, Frederika. The History pf the Scandinavian Literatures.
Koniek, MarCus. Sid Complete WorldkPlays'and a History of World Drama.
Shaw, George 'Bernard. The Quintessence of Ibsenism,

Backgroundthdy
Study the basic philosophy of Ibsen
gtudY,the background of Victorian influence on Buropea
Discuss the influence of the Danish philosophy;

Stdy the terminology used hi the modern drania.
4

inking.

rkegaard, on ,Ibsen's thinking.

Advance ProgramEnglish-593

Ideas for Development

Discuss the statement that democratic guarantees protecting political Minorities should be set
\
aside in a.time of crisis.

/Consider whether one's ideal of the; truth ought to be a source of uil at a time when men

-

I condemn this same truth as a dangerous lie.

Discuss Dr. Stockmann's uncompromising positibn; what does he have a right to.expect from
his farnilY, his friends; and his community?

Djscuss the Mayor's statement in Act I: "The individual ought undoubtedly to acquiest9 in
subordinating himself to the community."
What evidence of hypocrisy does Ibsen show' in rel4tion to the press, politics, and the small
tradesmanl

I

In Act I explore the innuendoes of Petra's statement: "There' is so much falsehood' bothat
home and at school. At home one must not speak, and at schoo4 we have to stand and tell lies
to the children."
,

I

Ibsen is called one of the first realists; what evidences are there that An nerny of the People is
a realistic' play?
.

Discuss the conflict in At HI between Petra and Hovstad on the,obligation of the newspaper
to the public,.
..-

Discs the irony of the title An Enemy of the People.
Discuss Dr. Stockmann's statement in Act IV that '`The most dangerous enemy of truth and
freedom is the compact majority."

-Discuss the paradox in Act IV of Dr. Stoekmarm's view that "broadmindedness is, almostT

precisely the same thing-as morality:"
Suggested Activities

Read Elinor Wylie's "Nonsense Rhynie" to compare.her ideas of moderation with those
A
Ibsen.

Dr, Stockinann states:

`.`..

.

.

the majority never has tight on its sid", and':

.

the

minority is always in the right. Debate this issue in class

Write a short paper explor g lbsen's idea that truth is dynainic, changing every few years.

Advance ProgramEnglish 593
he rebuilding of the
Write an analysis of Act IV, including the arguments for and agai
baths; include the arguments, of Dr. Stockmann, the Mayor, and Aslaksen.

Contrast Dr. Stockmann's definition of "The-People" with that of ThoMas Jefferson' asset forth in "The Declaration of Independence."

Show in a 'short papei, since Ibsen has been called a symbolist, the various uses of
symbolism in An Enemy of the People;
4410t.

Compaie Dr. Stockmann's final statement that "the strongest man in the world is he who
stands aione" with-Thoreau's philosophy in "Civil Disoliedience."

havioral ,Objectives.
'11

4

.0

After Studying the short ,stories in this unit, the student will define the elements of the. short
stories (i.e., plot, setting, theme,, characters, tone) dnd will write a brief essay for each story,
stating arid 'substantiating a personal judgment as to the predominant element(s) in the story.

After studying the slick stories in this unit, the student ,will. identify the point of view from
which each story is written (i.e, first person, third person iirnitN, titird person Omniscient);
will select one of the stories and yewriteiortions of it from a point of view other than that ."
,
-used in the' story; and will discuss the differences' that the shift inpoint of view makes.
.

,

,

.

After studying .the Short stories in this unit, the .student. will identify the social criticism.:
those stories which specifically rely on irony sor.
expressed in each shortstory and .will
.

skire 'to express social criticism.
..

,

.

Given examples, fp different artistic forms all exgregsing protest on the same theme (e.,e, war),
.the student will palliiPatein a panel discussion evAluatink the effectiveness of the short story
as a vehicle ffir protest 'as ecimpared with Other. artistic fOrmg (e.g., song lyrics, sculpture,
Painting, novel, nonfiction, film).

,,TextbOoks
.

croaks; Cleanth, 'yawl Warren, Robert Penn. Understaildipg Fiction.
6
atekhoir, AUton..: "The Lars ent."
ICafkai-Fraft,z_. In the Penal Colony."

'Maupassant, Guy, sle. n'he Necklace
4;Pirandello, Luigi. :"War."

4,

^,

Inglii Rewey,Belle, and Spear, JO`sePtiine.-Adventures in English Literati:ay. Olympic

Chekhov, Anton. "The Verger.r
,

.

Ideas for the Development of the Study of "The Lament"

:Ns

Research the life arid works of Clielchov.
'

ReSearch the importance of Chekh'ov in world literature.
.

Compare the styles of Chekhov and de Maupassant for conciseness, brevity, and emphasis of
small details.

2'
8

,
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.

' What means does thekhov Use to avoid sentimentalizing his material?
How does Chekhov use nature in the opening scene of the story?

What is the first revelation of the cabman's Peelings concerning his son's death? What is meant'
when it is said that his feelingsiare presented'"dramatically4'?
What events suggest the overpOwering necessity of the cabman to tell his story?

How does the question; "Is it nothing heehas to tell?".(text, p. 206) present a summary of the
cabman's feelings?.

How is the eabman fulfilling art unconscious need in going,to the stable?
.

,

.

Why is the last episode in the stable ironical?81

This irony presents the theme of -the, story; What's .the theme?,

7

Prepare a short paper. discussing whether the story could or could not come to a proper dose
there's aiwayg time to:sleep.
after the bltlirnan's'staternerit,'"I'll:gO',and look after my hOrse
No fear of that! " -;(See text; p. 206.)

After reading, Bret Harte's "Tennessee'S .Partner,'; prf.,-pare,.a panel discussion ariperning
Chekhov:S' presentation of lona speaking.in..,full simplicity in the last scene and. Harte's use-of' a
..
similar device in the funeral ,sPecch-tind the dying speech of the partrier;discuss the success of
each writer with this device.
..._

.

,

Chekhov once told. :a writer to 'autout hisiong passdgmdescribing the moonlight in eseene and
'give simply' the glint 'of the moon on a piece of 'broken bottle. (Seeicxt, P. 650:).FollOw this
suggestionfor
fora creative,writing experience with' variations. as to the Sime.of day.orfhe time of '
year.
T

'01

Ideas for the Development of the Studyot "The
Verger"
'
.

Study 'the strudure of this Storyfor its smoothness of transition.
How is the character-of the'verger revealed?
HOW consistent.are the characthr traits of the verger.?
.

.

COatiasf, the verger anti ihe
HOW are fieople -Often misguided by pfeitmlice§.:{o Which -they% are oblivious, sueh
".
status education ',and employlpeht?
,

,

Compare.this.stowwitlr oth.q.examples'of irony.
Debate the values of aformal education.

,r

: ";) 3

-
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'Ideas for the, Developriient of the Study of "The Necklace"

Research the literary life of de Maupassant. Read and review the works of O. Henry and de
Maupassant and compare the techniques and devices used by each
..

J,

4

Study the influence of Flaubert pn de Maupassant,,,

After reading 0. Henry's "The Furnished Room" with-its trick ending, discuss the question of
whether the conclusion of "Tho Necklace" is a trick, also
What symbolism is suggested by the farserieis.of the,l.eweiys?

The surprising turn of events at the conclusion Conveys.'the point of the story; what is the
POint.as'revealed to the reader? What is it to gme. LoiseI?

Is there aregeneration of the heroine? Does the author indicate any evidence of this?
0,.

"

How (.milkl tile iron, of this story be explained? Upon what is the ,irony based-specifically?
,

'

-

o.

'LT

quality Of life into hig summaries of long periods
How. aQes ose Mattpassantinject a sense
of.time;re.g.;;the.,Yeirs of har.dsilip'o,f the Loisels)?

In what way: does fle,;Maupassant convince the reader that M e. Loi§el iscapable of accepting
the life Of: Wardship which ebuieg*ith the loss of the necklace?.

List the fals values that led Mme, toisel to her dInfall; was the puliishment too severe fOr
her'? fdr her hu
.
..,
4.
cribed,14,3
as.. a realistinatuckliSt *no' Was faithful to the portrayal of
De.IVIaupaSsantli9s beeA,
real ;tile in:''all aspects: ' mot neSs, melanchdlia, itrirnofarify; and misfortune How does this
...deserifftion of his literary enddav,or apply to "The Ne lace"?
.-

4
:

.,

:rt

44

Debate this propOsition: i'fie mine shduld haVe made a cl;a1 breast of the loss of the jewels
at once. Include the discussioddr mofivel was' it aOue and'admirable pride; -a, faisepride,
s',
k
'mixture of the two that prompted her actions? ,

,

the
Prepare a composition entitled "Mme, -Loisel A, WaSted Life, of)Vanity." Ex
suppoSition that even,. if she had hot lost the jewels and ruined her,life, she w Auld have
.
,
inevitably wasted her life on ,Orrie sort of vainendeavoi.
.

.

'«k

Write'a continuation of what may have happened after the end)Di. the fory,`

"

,
Ideas for thoDevelopment a the Study of ,"War"
/

Research the literary life of Pirandello,
keyievb; the basic elements of the short story form

Point out 'the' physical actions of the' story; how are these actions clues. to. thefeelings and
attitudes of the characters? .
.../
a

What isl the basic conflict off the plot? WhO are the exponent of-the two extreme po tiorts in
the debate? Explain the different viewpoints.
,

How do "the fat Woman" and "the old man" modify each other's views? Nhat,are the§e
modifications?

What is the climax of the story? How does it affect thefinal action Of "the old man"? Are
there any previous events to prepare the reader for this outcome? Point these out How doe's
this unexpected outburst imply the total meaning of the story?
1

Suppose that -in answer to "the fat womah's" question, "Then . . . is your son really ead?"
(text, p. 155), "the old map" had simply, answered,'"Yes, he' is dead;" Using tins s position,
develop in a short paper the eact of this answer upon the action and the attitude of "the fat
woman" in her ability to face life.
f.

,

Examine in a paper' the impact, of a different version of the story in w 'ch "the. old man"
receives news of his son' death at the front aftdr his argument with th other people in the
train compartment.

Debate the issue (frd a parental point of view) of the giving of children to'the country; -try
not to be limited to t is story alone for proof Of argument,
Ideas for the Development of the Study of "In the Penal COlony'
I,

ReReview the allegorical style of Swift in dulliver's Travels and of Bunyan in Pilgrim's Progress.,:a
.,.
..
.
'------------7.

,What indications are present in the story, to prove it to be a fantasy? Is this story to be
.

considered only ai a fantasy? Point out any real human experiences present, What is the. basic
intention of the stow?
i

.

0

, How doeg this story fit into an allegorical pattern in reference to events, objects, and
characters?

Advance ProgramEnglish 593
k.

"In the Penal Colony" is an allegory of the conflict between two sets of ,beliefs concerneing the

state of religion in the modern ..world; point out the beliefs ark'. the conflicts present and
-discuss this controversy.

What is the rolef science in this sto?0,HOw does religion enter intone story?'
"

What do the original drawings made by.the Old Commander synfholize? Discuss the symbolism
present in the execution process of the machine.

How is the fantasy of the story ironically logical?
I

41

4

Ifikw is the style of narration ironical In'its contrast to the fanstic events?
What is the dramaticpurpose of the factual style in which "In the Penal Colony" is written?

/

Discuss 'the strange expression, that always appeared on the victim's face toward the end of his
execution; what explanation. can be given for the absepce of this expression o the officer's
face when he is, being' executed?

The inscription on the tombstone of the Old Cotiummder read: "Here lies the Old
Commander. His adittrents, who may no longer bear a name, have dug this grave fof him and
erected this stone, There -exists a prophecy to the effect that, after a certain number of years,
the Commander will rise from. the dead and. lead them out of this house to the reconquest of
the colony: Believe and wait!" (See text, pp. 388-38.9:) Prepare a paper discussing the religious
significance of this inscription.
Students may consider for debate and/or disciussion the question: Is the explorer converted to

the doctrine of the machine at the end of the story? Present proof from the story to
substantiate arguments.

Suggested Activities
-

short stories. Select one of the
Not the subjects, which the writers criticize in-the selected
.
subjects and develop a collagedn this theme.
,

Review the elements of a short story. Attempt to determine the predominant element(s) in
each' of the selections.

Participate as a member of one of several discussion groups on specific protest thethes
war, pollutionexpressed through art in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the short story
As a vehicle for prOtest as compared with, other artistic forms (e.g., song lyrics, sculptures,
painting, novel, nonfiction', film).

.
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Sele4 one of the writers studied and write a brief paragraph emulating his style, and have class
A
members try to de ermine, after hearing the paragraph, the writer being imitated.
0

Discuss t6e rela onship between each of the- short story selections and the course theme,
Protesting Man.

of the 'Short stories. In order to determine the
relation
Discuss point of view
iPtshort
story,
rewrite portions of a selecti6n from a point of
win
importance of point of v
view other than that chosen by the author and evaluate. the,differences this effects in the
elements of the story and in the reader's response to ti ik story.

)

97
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BLACK PROSE AND POETRY

Behavioral Objectives

/
Having studied selected black prose and poetryt;,-the sflident will show in a pre- and post-course

comparative listing (by the increased 'ntimber of entries) a greater awareness of the works of
black writers and the role the writers have played. in the artistic life of America.
'ter's protest is particularized in such a way that it has
Qiven the contention that the bla
no universality, the' student wil support .r refute this conteritiOn in a mult*aragraph paper,
citing specific evidences from th- works stu led.
'
.
.
Having
discussed in .class some of the distinguis :, e characteristics of black writingS (e,,g., use
.

ions), the student will identify
of dialect, rhythm; concrete figures rather than abs
d propose reasons for the
the
works
studied
examples of these- chaLcteristics in
predominance of these characteristics ambngoblack writings..

..
Textbook
Chapman, Abraham, ed, Black Voices.

Other Sources

Poetry and Drama.
Bigsby, C. W. E. The BlackAtnerican Wrier. Vol.
Demarest, David P., and Lamdin, Lois S., eds. The Ghetto Reader,
Duberman, Martin B. In White America.
Freedman, Francis S. The Black American Experience.
klugheS, Langston, and Bontemps, Arna. The Poetry 6, the Negro: 1746 -1970.
Williams, Jamye Coleman, and Willis s, McDonald, ed . The Negro Speaks: The R1ietoric of
Gonternporary Black Leaders.

Background Study
Read and discuss the introduction of Black Voices.
t.

Report on contributions of black writers to the theatre.
Report on Richaid Wright's Native Son.

0

-
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Ideas for Development
Prose

In "A Summer Tragedy" what are the motives of Jeff's and Jennie's suicides? How has the
author successfully protected his story from over-sentimentality? Is the ending more tragic or
less so in that the reader is offered few explicit reasons for.the suicides?

In "The Man Who Lived Underground" what qualities of Dostoyevsky's "underground" does
Wright parallel in his short story? After reading Ellison's Invisible Man, compare Wright's and
Ellison's heroes in theMe and technique. Is Wright's song image,ry comparable to Ellison's
imagery with the Blues? What is the meaning of the politeman's statement: "You've got to
shoot his kind. They'd wreck things"? p. 160.

In "Neighbors" the protest is lodged within the incident rather than in a subjective approach
through the mind of the narrator. What do you feel is the reason for telling the story in third
person rather than first? Why does the author emphasize, the problem from the older sister's
viewpoint rather than that of one of the parents or Tommy? 'Does the author explore the
reasons for prejudice or only the emotional results of discrimination?

"Blood-burning Moon" compare the ballad-like quality of Toomer's prose to that of the
other short stories studied. 'How does the refrain, "Red nigger moon. Sinner! Blood-burning
moon. Sinner! Come out that factory door," build a-nd dramatize the story's theme? Does BO)
Stone's feelings for Louisa reflect the general attitude of the Southerner for the Negro? Is the'
story any weaker for not revealing Louisa's inner feelings for the two men?

f In

In chapter one "Nightmare" of The Autobjography of Malcolm X, explore the childhood
experiences of the author which might have shaped his adult attitudes. Is Malcolm X similar to
Ellis 's hero in his experiences''
Poetry

Note: the tea0'er should choose the poets and poems that would represent as man forms and
themes as possible in the short time alloted. Consider particuarly the following poe
"We Wear the Mask"

"The Creation"
"Incident"
"Nigger"
"The Ballad of Joe Meek"
"Theme .for English B
"Middle Passage"

"Status Symbol"

"A Litany at Apanta"
"Yet Do I Marvel"
"Dark Symphony"
"Memphis Blues"
"Nocturne at Bethesda"
"Harlem"
"The Children of the Poor"
"The Death of Nick Charles"

95
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fs it possible to categorize generallnoods and attitudes of the black poets?

Do the black poets as a gout) reflect tertain tendencies of style and technique in their work?
Analyze one black poet's technique of imagery; does the.,black poet rely on concrete figures
more than his modern while counterpart?.
Does the fact that Negro writing frequently relies on oral tradition to sustain itself exiilain the
frequent use of the folk lyric style of the black poet?

Do the poems of the blacf< poets contain more of an emotional overtone than a-philosophical
one? Which is true of his modern white counterpart?
Is the black poet's Protest particularized in such a way that it has no universality?
Suggested Activities

Selectscenes from A Raisin in the Sun andtin White America to act out Before the claA.1,
Use;musical recordings by black 'artists to analyze thjii themes and styles and tb compare
therh with the black poets studied.

Role play protest situations similar tothose in the short stories studied (e.g., school
iniegration,,mob scenes, and work discrimination).

Dev'elop questions for and conduct a poll on prejudice and discrimination within the high
school.

gro characters from modern black fiction to those in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Compar'
Write a pa

j

on the characteristics of the black hero in contemporary fiction.

Write a p per on rhythm, mood, and imagery in cOntemporary.Negro poetry.
Research re

ences to the African heritage in modern black fiction and poetry.

Make a collag, expressing forms of discrimination in American life.
Ask volunteers to prepare a repoirt on the Bla'ck Muslims and Elijah Muhammed.

I
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INVISIBLE MAN

.

t

'

Bellaviorl Objectives.
O

will write a one-patagraph definition of invisibility as
term, and orally id nti y the institutions Ellison criticises and the way in
Ellison uses t
Which they contribute- to.making the bla k man an "invisible man."
After studying In isihle Marc, the s

Given a definition of episbdic structure (e.g., events in a story that have no causal relationship
and, are together because they I sppe ed..in chronological order to a single character), the
student will, identify the major orti s of the novel (i.e., childhood,- the educational
experience, the job in the factory, e everience with the Brotherhood) and wilt-write a paper
supporting or refuting the contention th .t the' structgart of /he novel is,an episodic one..
.

.

After studying Invisible Mat and reviewing the definition of symbolism, `the student will
in the novel (e.g., the
d
enumerate in a discussion th images eprese"nting light ancdarkness
images related to the paint fac ry episode).
i-'11

to

t

After stlidying Invisible Man, the student will locate and describe the dream sequences in the
.
novel and will write a multiparagraph analysis of the nightmare world of reality and notireality
-which emerges as a result of these sequences.
Using class-developed criteria concerning qualities which make a book last a hundred years, the
student will Participate in a small group"diseussion analyzing Invisible Man in terms of these
criteria.

\.

Given a definition of statiCand' dynamic characters (e.g., the static charabter is.,,one to whom
things happen but within whom things remain the same, whereas a_ ynamic' character insane
who is modified by the actions through which he passes), the student will determine whether
the main character is a dynamic or static character and will support his judgment by citing
specific paskageoand/or statements from the novel.
Textbook
Ellison, Ralph. Invisible Man.

Other Sou ces
Books

Boi4,, Robert A. The Negro Novel in America.
Butche

Margaret. The Negro in American Culture,-

,

.
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Demarest, David P1,, and Lamdin, Lois S., eds. The Ghetto Reader.

Dobbs, Barbara. Negro Literature for High School Students.
Ellison, Ralph. Shadow and Act.

qa
Seymour L., and Hardy, John, eds. Images of the Negro in American Literatur
V

2ss,

Hill, Herbert, ed. Anger, and Veyend: The Negro Writer in the Unit
.

States.

Hughes, Langston. fhe Best Short Stories by Negro Writers:
,

ed. New Negro Poets: U. S. A.
0,

6

,

-

.

and Bontemps, grna, eds. The poetry of theNegro, 17464949.'.,

,James, Charles L., ed. From the Roots: Short Stories by Black Americans.
Margolies, EdVvard. Native Sons: A Critical Study of -Twentieth Century NegroAmerican
Authors.
Schulbe,rg, Bud

,

ed. Fro

the Ashes: Voices of Watts.

.?

1Waldmeir;JosePh J., ed. 4ent American Fiction: Some Critical Views.
Williams, Jasmye Coleman, a d WilliamsMcDonald, ea. The Negro Speaks: The Rhetoric
of Contemporary Black Lead
Periodicals

Baunpack, Jonathon. "Night are of a Native' Son: Ralph -Ellison's Invisible Man."
Critique.
Bloch, Aliie. "Sight Imhgery in In bible Man. " English Journal.
Ellison, Ralph. "What. America Woidd Be 1,ike, Without Blacks.",.T1 e.

Kost lanetz; Richard. "The -Politics of ElliSon's Booker: Invisible Man as Symbolic,
Histo ." elticago

_Olderman, Raymond M. "Ralph Ellison's Blues' and Invisible Man." WiscOnsin Studies.
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Background Study
I

arace the development of black literature in America.
Discus3 the forms of cprotest litexature.

Review the ba4ic concepts of existentialism..

Review the literary concept of the archetypal "night journey."
Ideas for Development
Conscider grandfather's,deathbed spe eh (chapter I) as a motif in the n ova

le "forgot to lie" to the white an; what type of black
*Bledsoe reminds'the narrator tl
individual and /or institution oes Bledsoe represent? Discuss B edsoe's relation- to the
founder'g statuethe ambiguity of lowering or lifting the veil from t e face of the Negro slave..
,-

i

.

,

-

p violence (the "battle royal," the olden Day brawl, and the
How do the novel's three scenesl
Harlem riot) typify the black world? Does Ellison accept violence as a part
. of the black 'man's
nature?
4

Why does Trueblood's story shock-Nortori into a heart attack? Explain theoegative attitude of\
the college toward Trueblood.
,
b

0

What type of "world" does the Golden Day represent, and how,does it disillusion Mr. Nort9n?
Do you agreeor disagree with the ex-surgeon's indictment of Norton in chapter 3?

Young_Emerson reveals he 'content of the letter to the narrator but refuses to hire him;°what
does this tell us about yot ng Emerson?

The incident in.-the p.aint factory serves as a symbolic portrait of the underlying reality of
blaCk-white relations in America; discuss the allegorical extensions of the following: Liberty
Paints, a factofy t1 "size of a city'," the use of theinarne Optic White, the mixing of the black
into the white, he implicatiod of Kimbzo's acceptance of the gay-tinged paint, and the
hiwortance of tl paint's use on national monuments.
After the narrator hai made his mistake- in Ximbro's department, he is.assigned to assist*Lucius,
Brockway in the third subbasement of the plant. Reread' the incident carefully wily; is
Brockway so anti-union? How has he'survived in the industrial system in spite.Of his advancing
;
age? What is the attitude of the company toward him?

In the narrator's confrontation with the, union members, what is their attitude toward blacks?
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After the explosion in the factory, Ellison uses a surrealistic methorto relate the epitOde in
the hospital; which details are most effect e in the creation of this'niglitmare experience?
Examine the narrato

motives for joinin the Brotherhood and embracing its ideals.

Discuss the following members df the Br
Jack, Hambro, Tod Clifton, and Westrum.

hood as to their roles°within the organization:

4

What is the alternative to the Brotherh od that Ras the Exhorter offers the black man? (See
pp. 321-324.) What is his appeal to-a lane Segment of the blacks?
What does "to, do a Rinehart" mean?

Discuss the following statement: "I new that it was better to live out one's own bsurdity
than to 'die for others,"
4

Three objects recall important asp' cts of the narrator's past: the yams (chapter 13), Brother
Tarp's slave link (chapter 18), a d the bank with the Self-Mocking image (chapter 15); what
these items?
truths does the narrator le'arn f

4

What significances exist in th burning of the contents of the briefcase as the narrator sits in
the hole?

"Light confirms my reality
narrator?

.

I've illuminated the blackness of. my, invisibility.. ." Has the

7

Reread the Epilogue to determine what happens to the protagoniit after "coming out?"

What is the point of view or point of command,4n the novel? Bow effective is Ellison's choice
of the narrative method?
Suggested Activities

rk in Progress. 'Refer Wihe
°View and discuss the film, The Novel: Ralph Ellison on
Indiana University film catalog, Crisis, for other appropriate ilms.

Participate in a panel to discuss the question: What is today answer to the black man's
dilemma?

Invisible ltia-n was written in 1947; write in Ellison's Style a description of an actual
happening that has occurred since that time.
Using current materials, make a collage representing a type ofinvisibility.

Write a paragraph characterizing a type of invisibtity in modern America without
revealing the conclusions. Let the class discover the identity.

Give oral reports on other forms of black literature' read.
100
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e

Discuss black humor as a form of protest and listen to and discuss recordings of black
comedians. .

To Ralph Ellison, the Blue or Blues Mood is a symbdic eipression of the human
condition. Using black iec0rdings, discuss how their music.,reflects the life.of the Negro.

Sight arid sightlessness are, implied by the word "invisible" as key images in Eflison's

novel. in a major paper identify this sight imagery and explain its function and
effectivness in the work.
Employ the following suggested topics for major papers:
The allegorical functions of names of characters
importance of the Blues in Invisible Man

The "real" world paralleled with one of Ellison's microcosms (e.g., Golden Day,
Liberty Paint Company, The College)

Ellison's social comments /0

American institutions (e.g., education, industry,

liberalism) ,
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MASS MEDIA STUDIES

Behavioral Obje tives

After exa ining forms of media in order to determine issues under protest, the student will
compare i'i class discussion the methods. used to convey the protest.
Having re,Aearched and/or read 'selected essays from theltextbook about current censorship
stan4ards applied to the malia, the student :will evaluate these standards in oral discussion or.
debate.
.
After cho ping
one of the mp ia, the student will research and report on the technical aspects
.
employed in the chosen 'mediu
Having s4idied various, forms of.media, the student in small, group discussion will contribuite to
a list of Criteria for evaluating the media, and will use these criteria in a written evaluation of a
program or article ftom at least two of the media.
I

Textbook
Rissover, Fredric, and Birch, David C. Mass Media and the. Popular. Arts.
.,

Other Sources.
o

Books

Carpenter, Edmund S., and McLuhan, H. Marshall, eds. Explorations in Communications:
'An Anthology.

Clor, Harry M. Obscenity and Public Mora*: Censorship in a Liberal Society.
Emery, Edwin; Ault, Philip; and. Agee, Warren. Introduction to Ilfass Communication.

Klapper, Joseph T. The Effects of Mass Communication.
Larsen, Otto N., ed. Violence and the Mass Media.

McLuhan H. Marshall, and Fiore, Quentin. The Medium Is the Massage: Ad Inventory of
Effects.
Major, Jacqueline K. The Involved Generatidn.

Marcus, Fred H. Film and Literature: Contrasts in Media.

113 6
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Packard, Vance: The Hidden Persuaders.

Jefferson County ublic School,s. EQP English 321 - Communication in Pont.
b

:EQP English 322Communication in Film,
.

EQP English 323Comrdunication in Radio and Tekvisiori.
r

Skornia, Harry 1. Television and Society.
Nonprint _Media

Kodak Teen-age Movie Awards: 1966. (film)
Kodak Teen-age Movie Awards: 1967. (film)
The Medium Is the Massage. (film)

Newspaper in the Classroom Bulletin Board Kit.

Ideas for Development
N

h.

r.

Study the psychology of color as aplied in magazinet advertising:
*41.,

Suggested Activities

ymposium on

Invite representatives from the press, television, and ra
Ts coverage.

Play selected protest recordings (e.g., spiritual, clas cal, _jazz,
. influence on s.ociety.

triilluitrate their
I

Analyze contemporary advertising methods (refer o Vance. P lard's. The Hidden
Persuader's)

(

f

Write a, one-minute commerciallo promote a product not tireviotiSly dverlsed (use videg
-tape equipment, it available).
!,

Analyze the use of sound,effects and background music, in/moyies and t ievision as a
means fp,r stirhulating emotion.

View the firm," The Medium Is the Massage, available' through the-Loni vile Free Public'
Library.
I

.4

Advance Progra

.Compare the treatment of a specifienews event by national periodic4ls slid as Time and
$P

NewsweeIk; 1

/

/
View Kodak's films on award-winning movies created by teen-agers; (I)iouss their themes
and creativity as a mean's of social comment
/'
/
c'

1

Encourage students to produce a short protpt movie.

.

.

Kodak Teen-age Movie Awards: 196%

Kada feen-a

ovie Awards: -1967.

lb

Is the Massage. McGraw-Hill Book Colnpany, 1967. 53 Min. Coloi."Sdund. (Louisville
The Me
Free Public Library 3-435; 3-436)

The Nov4k Ralph Ellison an Work in Progress. National Educational Television (Oistributed by
Indiana University, 1966). 30 min. Black and white. Sound. (Rental from IU-KS-272)

Kit
g.

Newspaper in the Classroom Bulletin Board Kit:Courier Journal /Louisville Times, Louisville, lky.
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OK,SELECTION AND REEVALUATION POLICY

Objecti
Th

the schoollaterials center is to implement,.
tional program of the school.

primary objective.

en ith anCsupport th

The school materials ce ter:should,Contrihgte to the social, intellectuall
al and.sptritUal evelopment;of the students.
cur

Selectio
.

.

Mat ials for the school materials center should be selected by; ibririans
in consultation with administrators, supervisors, faculty members, stgdenti
.and,parents.,
RepUtable Unbiased, professionally prepared selection, aids sho
consulted as guides.
Crtteits for selection '\
Selection should consider, t e needs of the individual school based on a.
knowledge of the curriculum and on requests from administrators and
teachers.
.\

Consideration.shOuld be give' to individual students base
of elementary and secondary ouch and on requests of paieht

Owiedge

levels of
Skection Should prckvide:for, wide range of materials
(appeal
and
the,
presentation
of
different
difficulty, withe diversity
points of

The instructional\materials-ah have high literary waltie4
Materials should have superior format.
r.

Key to policies, and Ptocedures for
'Itifferson,County Public Schools.
Jefferaon.Countrhoard of EdiZii171717,-1969:.
Librarians. Loulaville

-

.

,

REEVALUATION PROCEDURES

BOOK

RevipedJune 27 :1969.

We seek to educate young people in the democratic: tradition, to foster a recognition"
of individVal freedom and social responsibility,:tp inspire meaningful awareness
of and respect for :the-constitution and the. Bill of Rights, and to instill apprecr!.
iation of the values of indiVidual personality:.

It, is, recognized that these

democraticvalues can best be transmitted in an atmosphere which is free from
censorship and artificial restraints upon free inquiry and learning and in :which
demic freedom for teacher and student is encouraged.
a
It is further recognized that there are areas of such a'controversial or ques.tionthat.eome restraints upon complete academic freedom are necessary.,_
abXe
,;_

The Jefferson County Board ofEducition wishes to meet ignorance, hatiedand'
prejudice not with more ignorance, hatred and prejudice; but with understanding,
.'
goodness, and.rpason. Therein no indiVidul4 will be allowed to impose his
and the best professional behavior and
personal views ran any. subject.
When political, moral or
thouiht will be expected at all, times.:
' (social problems arise withinthe cla.serOoM asAppics of discussion or study,'
opportOnitiee foropposing:pointa of:vieW muac be provided.'
liey:of censorship, but a practice
The Board of Education does(not-advoCate a
ed
with students in the classrooms
Of judicious selection'pf materials to be
of Afferson County Public Schools, and wan s only to be helpfUl to the teachers
in prOviding good learning,experiencea.fOr-hoys and girls. Teachers shall use
prudent.jiidgMent.in determining whether materials are of such nature and shall
afibMit'itemS to their principal and supervisors for approval before inclusion
in their instructional programa. Should such. material be selected for inclusion
in'a teacher's curriculum guide, and:ohjections to same evoLvd, the Board insists
upon the following.
!'

A

Individuals involved will be provided an Opportunity to discuss.the matter
',441.1, with 16cal school-personnel.

The:materials reevaluation procedure will be initiated and conclusions
reported to the school and individuals involved. See attached BOOK
SELECTION'AND MATERIALS REEVALUATION POLICY.,

With'reference to:library books per se and book selection, the form used
See attached ,CITIZEN'S
In:1963-69 end the years before may be used
REQUEST FOR REEVALUATION OF MATERIAL.
Furthermore, in recognition of the scope of this problem, the Board encourages the
administrations of the local, schools to form panels-of qualified. persons, appointPdjairly (n. .,:teacher, parents and other school and community representatives)
terials to be used in the curriculUms that might have an adverse
to consider
'effeCt on s udents. In addition, the Board suggests that individual school
department be encouraged to consider, read and review all supplementary
that might bebffensive politically, socially or otherwise.
curricular inclusio

*.

,

BOOK SELECTIONAND MATERIALS REEVALUATIONOLIC
Individuals, organizations, or groups who challeng or criticize inStructional
materials shall be asked to,complete the form.Citi en's Request for Reevaluation
of Material cOmParablerto*that suggested, by theAla ional Coundil of Teachers of
English.
After completing. the above mentioned 'form, a school committee composed of the
teacher in thesubject area, the principal, the su ervisor and the librarian:
shall review. with the complainant the written criticisms and attempt to each

a decision concerning the complaint.
If a decision is 'Nt reached whi.Ch is satisfactory to the complainant, the
'principal shall request the Associate Supetintendent for Instruction to delegate
a central committee to review and-make a:final'decisiOn concerning the disposit-'
ion of the complaint. This decision will' de reported bacIt to the principal by
the Associate Superintendent for Instruction. This central committee shall, be
Composed of an administratbr, a supervisoi in the subject area under question-, a
classroom teacher in the subject drea,.the:COordinator Of Library Services and
a mature* parent, preferably from the schodt2district- from Whigh the complaint
orginates.. No .member of the central,commIttee shall have bellWa member of the
local schoOl..cOmMittee with the-exceptign:Of the supervisoi.

* The materials involved :Shall have been withdrawn fro6general circulation and
use pending a decision in writing by the central-committee.
However, in the event the coMplainant does not concur with the decision, he"May,
request that this child be excused from: any contact with the objectionable Subject.
matter:..4 Such requests, will be honored.
)

*The word mature-in this context applies to all members of the coMMitteeand
mea s'highly develoPed or advanced, in intellect, moral,qualitieth and outlook.

.

Th materials center in each sthotil.should have on file ''Citizer0a,Requet.for
Re nsidration of aBook'*' from Thp Students,' Right to Red;i» ',Reprinted by
permission of the national Council of Teachers of English, October 16, 1963
-11
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CITIZEN'S REQUEST. FOR REEVALUATION OF MATERIAL
Type
of
Material

.

Rook

.Filmstrip

Lecture

Film

Record

Other

Author (if known).

Title
Publisher (if lotown)

Request initiated by
Ad8ress

Telephone
,Complainant represents:
himself
organizations, (Name)

other group (Name)
1.

To what in the materialdo.you object? (Please be specific)

What do you Feel; ntght be the 'result o

exposure to the material?'

For'whet age group would yOu recommend this material?

A.
5.

.

7.

8.

Is.there anything:good about this material?
Aid you inspect all of thii material carefully?:

What parta?'

Are yoU,awariopf the judgment Of this, material bycriticsi

What do gou'imlieve ia the theme or main idea in this material-?

Which of-the following would yoU like the school to do with this material?
refrain from assigning' it to your child
withdraw it from all students
refer it to- the committee for reevaluation

9.

In its place, what material, if any, would you ri eaymmend that would convey
as valuable' a picture and perspective ofour civilization?
.

Signature of Complainant
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